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CAPTAIN ATWOOD B. NORTON AND Use of Fluorine
ELROY JOHNSON SHARE HONORS
To Be Discussed
AT MEN'S GROUP SESSION
Monday At PTA

Five Volunteers Leave For The Army

Yesterday evening the Men's As
sociation of the Congregational
Church in Rockland entertained
their ladies. Harold Look presided
and Elroy Johnson, of Harpswell.
also known as the Will Rogers of
Maine, was the speaker of the even
ing.
,
There were several other special
guests and not the least of these
was Captain Atwood Byron Norton,
last of the sailing masters of the
old days, a relic of the times when
Rockland harbor was filled with
schooners, barkentines, and other
sailing vessels.
Captain
Norton's
appearance
belies his age. He was 86 years old
the second day of this month but to

look at him, to listen to him, and
particularly to watch him at work,
one would put him into the middi60's. He is in full possession of all
his faculties, and even to this day
he does not wear glasses. Being 8
widower he lives alone at his Snug
Harbor, 34 Mechanic Street, and the
house and grounds are in apple-pie
order, ship-shape, I suppose would
be the right nautical expression.
A big wood burning kitchen range
furnished the heat for the small
part of the large house used by
him, and he cuts his own wood on
the lot, has it hauled to his yard,
and saws and splits it there. In
his driveway is a neat pile of stove
lengths, set up just so and covered
i Continued on Page Eight)

COST OF MUNICIPAL ELECTION IN
DECEMBER SET AT $1.41 PER
BALLOT CAST BY B.P.W. OFFICIAL
Many have wondered just what
ii costs to operate a municipal
election each December and just
how it wrorks out on a per voter
cost. However, as far as is known,
r.o one. outside of city officials
have bothered to figure it out.
until recently
Mrs. Virginia Knight, a vice
president of the Business and Pro
fessional Women's Club has done
the job, and presented the figures
to the clubwomen Wednesday eve
ning.
She reported that in the Decem
ber election for city officials but

SHELL
Furnace Oil
WITH

F0A-5X
• Anti-Clogging
AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
METERED SERVICE

A.C. McLoon & Co.
Telephone 51

993 persons, out of a voting list
of 4374 qualified voters, took the
time to cast their ballots.
The election costs $1400 to operate. It figures out to $1.41 perballot. for each and every ballot
cast that day.
Only 23 and five sevenths per
cent of the voters tn the city went
to the polls. And, out of the small
number casting their ballots. 541
were dropped in the ballot box by
the ladies and 452 by men.
Ward 4 had the highest percent
age of voters turn out, with 33’j
per cent. Ward 6 was low with 11
per cent.
The following is the number of
registered voters by wards and the
number who actually voted:
Ward 1
Reg. Voters
No. Voted
690
1.
120
456
2,
107
1331
293
3.
4,
510
171
692
128
a.
691
80
a.
394
7,
91
—-- '
—
Total,
4374
993
The only positive way to assure
yourself of a good time is to lose
yorself in work you like

GUEST MINISTER SUNDAY
11 A. M.
Supt. of Maine
UNIVERSALIST CHURCHES
Rev. Walter E. Kellison
ALL ARE WELCOME!
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Prospects for the reopening of J. Nagle. Araho and Jeanne D’Arc.
the fillet plant of F J. O'Hara & It is understood that other larger
Sons Inc. in Rockland in February, trawlers will land their catches at
the plant in Rockland.
or early spring at the least, seem
The
financial
reorganization,
excellent.
which included extensive interests
The plant and fleet of the firm by Frank J O’Hara in operations at
has been under federal court study Boston. Portland, Rockland and
for some months, following a peti Eastport, plus a fleet of eight traw
tion by the firm for financial re lers. all incorporated separately, In
organization.
volved some {450.000 in debts to 250
The federal court in Portland an cerditors.
nounced Thursday that financial
New money has been placed in
reorganization has progressed to the reorganized firm to the extent
the point where creditors will be of $155,000.
| paid 100 cents on the dollar by the
Sound values placed on the
firm.
O'Hara plants, boats, wharves and
In reaching a sound financial i buildings in Rockland by the as
footing, five trawlers of the firm sessors office total $176,560. Two
have been sold and operations at boats, machinery in the plants and
i Rockland and Eastport discontin- stock in trade have a sound value
Pnoto oy Jura I ued. The Rockland plant remains of $61,770 while the wharves,
Five volunteers for Army service left Rockland Thursday afternoon for Fort Williams. Left to right. ! jn company ownership, while the buildings, freezer, ice plant and fil
they are: Lloyd A. Richards. 18, husband of Norma Richards of Old County Road. Rockland; Dennis R
u
,
j
Williams. 19. son of Mr. and Mrs. William Williams of Thomaston; Alfred E. Johnson. 19. son of Mr. and PortIand Plant has
leased aild let plant are valued at $114,790.
J These figures are based on 1940 con
Mrs. Ilenning Johnson of 154 South Main Street. Rockland; William L. Gallant. 18. son of Mr. and Mrs Eastport closed.
John Gallant of 15 Pacific Street, Rockland; and Robert F. Mackie, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Trawlers sold include the 87 foot struction costs. Replacement value
Mackie of Sherer Lane, Rockland. After induction today, thev will continue on to Fort Dix for basic training. Thomas J Carroll ard the Villan- today would probably be several
ova and Notre Dame, both 81 foot- j times that figure.
ers. Two smaller draggers, both 57
The O’Hara operations in Rockfeet in length, the Trinity and land, idle now for some months.
Queen of Peace were also sold.
| gave employment to about 75 perRetained as a basis for a new sons, plus crews of boats sailing for
fleet were the larger trawlers John the firm.
*
badly shaken up and had sustained |
John H. Foster
cuts and severe bruises.
The boy is the son of Mrs. Abbie Dacinnc All P/\c4c
Robenberry who is now living in r'C’,yl,a
"0515
Virginia, and Kenneth Overlock, 11*| VVoldoboTO
a steward aboard the Maine Mari- j
John H Foster, who has peen the
time Aoademv training ship State
of Maine, which is undergoing re- guiding light in Waldoboro's in
pairs in Portland.
j dustrial progress the past several
The youngster makes his home years, and selectmen and assessor
with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. of the towm. has resigned his posiElmer P. Dow of 270 Pleasant tion to return to out of state lnStreet.
' dustrial fields.
Demetri is owner and operator ' The presence of the Sylvania facof Economy's fruit and confection- tory in the town; the plant of Walery store on Park Street.
doboro Lockers Inc., the town man
ager form of government, plus tha
pew Miller School, may be credited
March Of Dimes
1 in great part to his efforts and lead! erstaip.
Sunday Set For
His resignations were submitted
1 this week to the several boards on
January 24
• - t<i Marahv, of. Dimes
~
ni be
•. which
he served.
He stepped down
Sunday will
,
. .
:
'
as first selectmen of the town and
x' > observed in Knox County Jan. 24,
connections
completely
Y’ I It was announced Wednesday by from other groups.
campaign chairman Nathan Fuller
The only thing slower than
of Rockland.
standing still these days is those
All churches in the county will be who insist on paying as they go.
contacted by March of Dimes of
For social items in The Courierficials and asked to mention the
tf
drive and the work of the polio Gazette. Phone 1944. City
foundation at services that day.
Heading the appeal to clergy of
the county is he Rev. Charles Mon
It's A Sensation!
teith of Rockland.
About 45
fnoto by jura churches will be contacted.
Wreckage of the Jeep station wagon operated by Demetri after it crashed against a utility pole on U. S. 1
A polio tag day will be held at
between Rockland Thomaston near Dexter Street.
Rockland Saturday and will be
Kenneth Overlock, 16. of 270
Operator of the vehicle is identi- the boy and heard the driver sound carried out by the drill team of the
Pleasant .street, Rockland, is in lied as Christy Demetri. 34. of his horn. The lad, apparently be Port O'Rockland Junior Drum and
coming confused, ran Into the path Bugle Corps.
critical condition in Knox Hospi Orange street, Rockland
School cards for the March of
tal after being struck by a Jeep
A witness to the accident. of the swinging vehicle and was
Dimes were distributed to all grades
station wagon on Route 1 near Charles Stone of Ash Point, said struck down.
NEW
The Jeep went out of control and ' ;n Rockland schools Tuesday. 8tuDexter street between Thomaston that he was driving out, of Dexter
HY-LO
and Rockland at about 2 p. m street on to Route 1 and was about struck a utility pole head on, in dents have been instructed that
there wiU be no door to door soli
Friday.
to turn toward Thomaston when juring Demetri severely.
The Russell ambulance trans citation in order to fill their cards,
he saw the accident take place.
ICE MILK BAR
He related that he saw the ported both injured persons to Knox according to Rockland co-chairman
Hospital
where
Trooper
Harold
p.
al
j
Huber.
youth, whom police later said was
SOLD AT ALL
picking up bottles at the roadside, Mitchell said late Friday afternoon j____________
start across the highway in the that the boy’s condition was con- | Many a man who throws bouEDWARDS' DEALERS
sidered by hospital officials to be quets at himself continually finds
path of the oncoming Jeep.
He saw the Jeep swerve to avoid critical. He said that Demetri was | he's the world's worst marksman.

When Struck By Jeep On Route 1 Friday

Miss Pearl Borgerson, Kncx
County clerk of courts, issued the
following list of traverse jurors
who have been selected to serve
during the February term of Knox
Superior Court.
Arthur Berry.
Rockport
Harvey Crute,
Cushing
Kenneth Gillis.
North Haven
Charles Griffin,
Appleton
William Hardy,
Hope
Mrs. Dora Hawkens,
St. George
‘Cliarles Howe. Jr.,
Union
Henry S. Marsh.
Rockland
Mrs, Charlotte R. Moran.
Thomaston
Elleiy Nelson.
Owls Head
Mrs. Helena A. Ramsdell,
Rockland
Mrs. Frances Schroycr,
Washington
Mrs. Minnie B. Small,
Rockland
Forrest L. Spear,
Camden
Charles H. Stenger,
Friendship
John Thompson,
South Thompson
Elmer WaWs,
Warren
Harry Young.
Vlnalhaven
* Excused.

Dorothy Lawry

Named Observer
Unit Chief
Miss Dorothy Lswry has been
named chief observer of the Rock
land post of the Ground Observer
Corps by Leroy Mcduskey of War
ren, chief of C-D forces in tincounty.
The observation post will be
come operational on Monday Jan
25 and will be located in the yacht
club building at Public Landing
She is now- forming watch lists for
the post and will welcome volun
teers. Her telephone number is 172
A training class for observers will
be held at the Rockland High
auditorium Friday, Jan. 22 at 8
p. m. Officers of the Bangor Fil
ter Center will conduct the classes

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

WANTED
HANGING LAMPS
INSIDE WINDOW BLINDS
Kerosene o r Whale Oil
PARLOR LAMPS
Square, oval and gold leaf pic
ture frames, marbe top tables,
and commodes, 1 or 2 drawer
bedside stands, wagon seats, old
dolls, pistols, glassware, china,
paper weights, music boxes, cord
type post or canopy top beds,
blanket rhests, slant top desks.

A Guaranteed
Service

KALLOCH’S FUEL SERVICE
SAME OLD PHONE

"BUD" JORDAN

1 Broad St. Plane

Tel. IM8-.I
143-S-tf

• Every type R cylinder of Pvno
Gas is guaranteed lo contain
100 lbs. of gas, by weight. This is
enough to last the average family
three or more months for cooking
PYBOFAX Gas is lhe superior bot
tied gas service for refrigeration and
wafer-heating. loo. See us today tor
the best in gas appliances -the best
FAX

UNION STREET ESSO STATION

:S$o:

34 UNION STREET

Now Under Management of M. E. "Whitey" Schramm

Motor Tune-up, Ignition, Carburetor, Generator, Starter

445 MAIN ST.

LUBRICATING

WASHING

FOR PROMPT FUEL SERVICE

Supplying AMOCO Fuel Oils

BOTTLED GAS Sorrios

Albert E. MacPhoil

ATLAS TIRES, BATTERIES and ACCESSORIES

1311 - Kalloch’s - 1311

in bottled gas service.

Pxsfgs.

Specializing in

PARKING

O'HARA FISHERIES FIRM PLANNING

Kenneth Overlock, 16, Critically Injured

Term Selected
Captain Atwood B. Norton

Volume 109, Number 7

AS REORGANIZATION APPROVED

Traverse Jury
For February

By Elmer Barde

•5 00 per year
•2 50 alt month*

EARLY RESUMPTION OF ACTIVITIES

There will be a meeting of gen
eral interest to the community at
the January meeting of the Junior
Senior High school PTA Monday
night in the High School auditor
ium at 730. Pros and cons of fluor
ine in drinking water will be sub
ject under discussion.
Dr Edward Morse of Camden,
chairman of Fluorine Committee of
the Knox County Medical Society,
will discuss the aspects of the “Sig
nificance of Fluorine as a Dentist.”
Edmund Barnard of High School
Faculty, also a member of P T A
fluorine study committee will give
estimates of the cost of fluorine
and other imortant facts.
It should be noted that this pro
gram is not intended to influence
the public or be a controversial is
sue but is Intended to help the av
erage citizen to be better informed
on facts concerning the use of fluor
ine which is being used in many
cities.

r-noto by barde

EIGHT PAGES—Se COPT

Saturday
Issue

TEL 7M

Phone 1311 For Kalloch’s Fuel
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Sportsman Worthy High School
Boys All Over
Of the Name Will
Not Block Roads
Most Maine sportsmen feel that
the so-called "landowner-sportsman
problem" is primarily one of the au
tumn hunting season, but this is not
necessarily true according to Chief
Warden E Imer Ingraham of the
Maine Department of Inland Fish
eries and Game
Recent proof of this came to light
when the Department was informed
by several landowners of the block
ing of woods roads by rabbit hunt
ers' cars. In some cases they have
prevented woods owners from car
rying on pulp and timber operations
in the area, and in one instance just
reported, dosing off a woods road in
this way came close to being fatal.
A woodsman on one of the larger
pulp projects in the State was bad
ly injured in a chain saw accident.
The car bringing him out of the
woods was blocked from reaching
the main road by two cars parked
in the way. The injured man, who
was bleeding severely, had to be
carried to the main road and had
to wait until a vehicle came along
before he could be gotten to a hos
pital. Fortunately, he reached the
hospital in time and is now recover
ing, but the incident could have had
a more tragic ending.
Chief Warden Ingraham is urging
all sportsmen to respect the rights
of the landowner at ail times of the
year. “If we are to keep the type of
hunting and fishing that we have
known in the past." he says, "it is
imperative that the sportsmen of
the State remember that the land
owner is the key figure in the pic
ture. His rights must be respected
lf they wish to continue using his
property

Two Fine Men

Don't Quite See
Eye To Eye
An Open Letter’ to R Waldo
Tyler:
Dear Mr. Tyler:
In regards to your article “Out
door Around Knox Co." Jan. 5.
1964. I would like to take execu
tion to several of your remarks,
having discussed this article with
sportsmen and neighbors.
I find that I am being accused
of starting a campaign of "Post
ing Lands." You stated that I was
first to post my lands several years
ago and I wish to differ as my
land was not posted until the lat
ter part of the summer of 1953.
I did not wish to post my land
but was having trouble with tres
passers I took my case to the
County Attorney and after ex
plaining it thoroughly, was advised
by him to post my land.
Some hunters have asked for
and received permission to hunt
my land. These were real sports
men and any time in the future
they wish to hunt my lands, I
will gladly give them permission
to do so. as their only desire was
to hunt and not despoil.
You say I am giving all the
sportsmen a “black eye." I surely
did not intend to do that as 11
clearly stated in my letter that
"Some of these so-called sports
men" were abusing the privilege
afforded them by the land owners.
You can see Mr. Tyler, just being
a home owner, you cannot appre
ciate the headaches that land
owners have during hunting sea
son.
It is not only the destruction
caused by these hunters, but it is
the constant danger that we are

LIVE BAIT
SHADED MINNOWS, 3 SIZES

CHEERFUL SERVICE
(Even at 5 A. M. or 12 P. M.)

CLOSED SUNDAY
B. BICKMORE

129 RANKIN ST. TEL. 1589-M
ROCKLAND, MAINE
6*8

The fifth annual State of Maine
Future Apprentice Competitionopen to “mechanically-inciined”
high schoor seniors in the statewill be held April 2 at the State
House, it was announced today.
Cyril Ml Joly, Waterville. Maine.
Apprenticeship Council Chairman,
declared that 88 Maine high schools
are eligible to send their top crafts
men to compete for scholarship and
industrial job awards in the con
test.
The Main*
Competition was
started in 1950 and is the only one
of its kind in the country, accord
ing to Joly.
It is sponsored by the Maine Ap
prenticeship Council in co-opera
tion with the Associated Industries
of Maine; Maine Automobile Deal
ers Associat-on: Maine State Cham
ber of Commerce: Maine State C.
I. O. Council; Maine State Feder
ation of Labor; Maine Graphic Arts
Association; Maine Building Trades
Council; Electrical Associates of
Maine; Maine Chapter, American
Society Tool
Engineers; Maine
Chapter, Associated General Con
tractors and local lodges of Inter
national Association of Machinists.
•Maine Industry is backing this
Competition to the limit,” Joly
stressed, “to provide an opportunity
for mechanically-inclined young
sters to demonstrate their abilities
and then to select from this group
outstanding high school graduates
for enrollment in apprenticeship
training programs."
“In short, Maine Industry is look
ing ahead to keeping our potential
young craftsmen on jobs in Maine,”
he declared.
Joly also advised that regional
contests would be omitted this year
and that all contestants would par
ticipate in the Finals at Augusta.
The Competition will be open to
Maine high school seniors who are
studying industrial art or voca
tional shop courses in the trades of
Printing, Machinist, Sheet Metal
Worker. Carpenter, Cabinet Maker,
Automobile Mechanic, Electrical
| and Mechanical Drafting.
Maine's Top Future Apprentice of
1954 will be selected at the Compe
tition and will be awarded a Gover
nor Cross Trophy and a com
plete International Correspondence
School Scholarship course.
All students desiring to enter the
Competition may secure their offi
cial entry blanks from their school
principals.
subjected to down at the house
as bullets have embedded them
selves in posts very close to my
Iprne.
' I cannot see where there
should be any controversy over my
posting the land as very few peo
ple have respected the signs.
I do wish that someone who can
see the views of sportsmen and land
owners in this matter would come
up with a solution that we might
all be the neighbors we should be.
Yours,
Carl 8. Anderson,
So. Thomaston, Jan. 14. 1954

Preston Of the

Mounted To Be
At Dog Show
The 41st annual Eastern Dog
Show will be held at Mechanics
Building. Boston, on Feb. 21 and 2?
Some of the finest dogs in the na
tion—about 1500 of them—agair
will participate in the two-da.v Blue
Ribbon event sponsored by the
Eastern Dog Club Inc. One of the
added attractions this year will be
the appearance of Sgt. Preston of
Northwest Mounted Police fame and
his equally famous sidekick—his
dog King.
Preston and King, whose doings
have thrilled millions on radio and
television and in the movies, will
be seen by the thousands of young
sters and oldsters alike, who are
expected to attend the Show. The
dashing Preston will make the spe
cial presentations at the show, in
cluding Trophies to the “Best

KALLOCH’S

FUEL
SERVICE
IS SERVING ITS OIL CUSTOMERS
And Will Continue To Serve Them!

AMOCO HEATING OILS

«

EDITORIAL

WE REGRET ITS PASSING
Something is missing from the news columns of The
Courier-Gazette this January, and it is not a good miss. For
a number of years at this particular season plans for the
ensuing summer at Camden Hills Theatre have been an
nounced plus a tentative list of plays to be presented and
a bit of charming gossip concerning stars of former seasons,
and probable young people of whom much could be expected
the coming summer, written in the inimitable style of Di
rector Herschel Bricker.
Camden Hills Theatre is no more, and with its passing
goes something of real value to this greater community.
The enterprise brought much of culfure and a certain distinc
tion to Camden. The fine appearing, alert and wholesome
young men and women students of the theatre brightened
our days with their generously given appearances, and the
regular performances were a vital part of community life.
Mr. Bricker and his associates made a wholly desirable
contribution to the life of our time,—men and women of
distinction, uniting those blessed with love of the theatre
and the arts, in a common venture of true merit.
The “Hills Theatre" will be dark this summer, and we
regret its passing.

“SAVE AND HAVE" IS STILL GOOD MEDICINE

Photo oy vuueu

Members of Local 35 of the United Cement, Lime and Gypsum Workers International at the Dragon
Cement Company elected officers for 1954 at the F nights of Pythias Hall in Thomaston, Thursday evening.
The meeting was preceded by a lobster stew supper served bv the Pythian Sisters. Pictured above, seated,
are Jesse Inabinet, president, of St. George and Vice President Charles G. Smith of Thomaston. Standing
are: Roy E. Caler, secretary-treasurer, of Rockland; Louis E. Fiske. Warren, recording secretary; Raymond
Jacobson, St. George, guard; and Clyde Achorn. Thomaston, trustee.

CUSTOMERS ARE KINGS

street, Rockland, recently spent a
seven-<day rest and recuperation
leave in Kobe, Japan. Normally
stationed in Korea with the 45th
Infantry Division's 45th Signal
Company, Clements stayed at one
of Japan's best reaort hotels and
enjoyed many luxuries unob*ainon tlie war-tom peninsula. He is
the son cf Mr. and Mrs. Levi Clem
ents, 27 Bay View street. Belfast.
* » ♦ »

A major experiment, affecting vitally the operational
practice of this newspaper and making a basic change in its
timing and method of delivery to customers, was put into
effect Jan. 5. There was little preliminary bugle-blowing
about the program, because oftentimes there is a great dif
ference between theory and practical operation. The an
nouncement was made so definitely however, that there could
be no drawing back, this because the new program was con
sidered vital.
In substance, the operating system of the newspaper was
so revamped that every subscriber, except far away from
Rockland, gets his paper on the day of publication. Prior
to Jan. 5. only a comparatively few subscribers were able to
read their Tuesday paper on Tuesday, etc.
Many short-run experiments, not by any means crow ned
with uniform success, will be readily recalled as having been
tried out since Dec. 1948. but when the zero hour struck
there were no appreciable hitches in the run as planned.
All mailed papers, over 4.000 in number, now leave Rock
land early on the morning of publication day except for one
sack which requires special handling. Every R. F. D. and
Star Route is met. and letter carriers in Rockland, Camden
and Thomaston have the papers in season for deliveries.
The printing of the 3.000 papers for the Rockland dealers
and carrier boys comes a little later than that of the mailed
papers for reasons of expediency and human stamina. There
are not two editions, and the only appreciable difference is
in some small happening arising between the two printings.
The timing is such that all subscribers and dealers, whether
in Rockland. Union. Waldoboro or Lincolnville, get their
papers at practically the same hour. On Friday nights only,
the Rockland dealer delivery is made at suppertime and the
mail despatch at the same hour, this out of respect for the
40-hour week requirement under which The Courier-Gazette
operates.
The "day of publication" plan is a rousing success—made
wholly in the interest of the subscribers of this newspaper
and the advertisers who wish their messages read promptly
and by everybody ai the same time.

ROCKLAND BOWLING LEAGUE

STANDINGS AND AVERAGES
PRESENTED BY SECRETARY COOK
Rockland Men’s Bowling League
Standing January 11, 1954
Pinfall
W-L Pet. Av.
Park St. Motors
48-2 .960 471
Shells
37-3 .925 472
IOOF
28-12 .700 457

40 & 8
38-17 .690
Elks No. 1
26-14 .650
Birdseye
29-21 .580
MCRR
27-23 .540
Post Office
24-21 .533
Gulf
20-20 .500
Water Co.
28-32 .466
Eastern Tire
16-34 .320
6-29 .171
Obedience Dog" and to the winner Jaycees
8-42 .160
of the "Best Junior Showmanship Glovers
Contest.” At Preston’s side will be
Top Ten Averages
the ever-faithful and talented King,
Avg. Str
an Alaskan Malamute whose screen
R. Kleiwer (Shells)
99.1
21
antics have made him a matinee
Whittier (P.S.M.)
98.22 24
idol among kids everywhere. In
F. Perry (P.S.M.)
98.11 21
addition to their personal appear
J. Alley (40&8)
97.15 24
ance. Preston and King will be
F. Fitch (P.S.M.)
972
27
shown in a color television film of
A. Drinkwater (40&8)
96.27 3C
their latest escapades in the rugged
E. Cook (Shells)
96.11 21
northwest country.
W. Drinkwater (40&8)
95.24 27
Opening day of the show will
H. Doak (MC.R.R.i
95.14 24
include Breed judging; Obedience
J. Kleiwer (Elks)
955
18
trials—the Open Class and Utility
A. Benner (I.O.OF.)
95.5
18
Class: and Junior Showmanship
High Team Total—
Classes. The Obedience trials will
Park Street Motors
1504
feature pureberds who will be
Second Team Total—
judged on how well they perform
Shells
certain specified exercises and the
High Team Game—Shells
Junior Showmanship classes offer
Second Team Game—Shells
youngsters an opportunity to show
High Individual Total— .
their competence in handling a
show dog.
The following day, Monday, will
include such outstanding events as
CLAYT BITLER
the Group Judging which picks the
Wants to See YOU About
best Sporting Dog. the best Terrier,
and presentation of awards to the
TELEVISION
“Best Obedience Dog." and "Best
89-S-tf
in Show.”

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
IS OFFERED TO AN

OUTSTANDING SALESMAN
TO REPRESENT AND SELL FORD PRODUCTS

Interviews Are Invited by Mr. Silver or Mr. Gifford ot

•
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WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
NEW COUNTY ROAD - ROUTE I
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By Jerry Audet

The arrival of January 17 invariably brings a great crop
of Benjamin Franklin stories, all slanted toward Thrift.
Franklin has had a benign influence on youth years without
number, and 1954 will certainly be no exception.
In honor of the birthday anniversary of the great statesman-philosopher-scientist and father of organized economy.
National Thrift Week has been set to start Jan. 17, and takes
its motto from one of Franklin's dog-eared maxims “Save
and Have." The fact remains if it weren't for the savings
of this nation, largely Franklin inspired, we might be walking
behind plows and weaving cloth at home by hand.
The prescription of Benjamin Franklin is still good
medicine.

An individual possessing energy, aggressiveness, a good
reputation together with confidence in himself is offered the
opportunity to earn at least S100. weekly on commission basis
is the type we are interested In contacting.

He Is With

■

The Sports Corner

Dragon Cement Union Chooses Officers

Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Maine To Compete

TELEPHONES 1311 and 1650

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Tiada^tborWgy-Sdfor^of

Tiger Ladies In
46-31 Victory

Over Wiscasset
i

IN SERVICE
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Pfc. Willis F. Reed
Pfc. Willis F. Reed, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Reed of North
Appleton wrote to his mother from
Korea that he went, to see CpI
Percy E. Fiske of Co. 120 med.
Bn. and they spent Christmas to
gether. Cpl. Percy E. Fiske is of
Rockland. And they had a nice
day together.
His address is:
Pfc. Willis F. Reed US51157549,
Co. E. 180th Inf. Regt. 45th Inf.
Pvt. Joseph B. Duncan
Division. APO. 86, care P M.. San
Pvt.
Joseph
B. Duncan, 10 Carroll’s
Francisco, Calif.
Lane, Rockland, has arrived at
* ♦ * *
Cpl. Ewin E. Clements, whose Fort Dix. N. J. and has been as
wife. Patricia, lives at 57 Grace signed to I Co., 364th Reet. of the
9th Infantry Division for eight
F. Perry (PSM)
341 weeks of basic training. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur R.
Second Individual Total—
E. Cook (Shells)
330 Duncan of 109 Pearl street, Port
land. Prior to entering the serv
High Single—
ice.
Private Duncan attended Rock
F. Carsley (MCRR)
133
land High School. He was form
Second Single—
Whittier (PSM)
129 erly employed by General Foods,
G. Soule (Glover's)
129 Birds Eye Division.
• • • •
Individual Averages
Sergeant First Class Ralph L.
Birdseye—C. Lowell, 92.2;
F.
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Dowling. 92.10: T. fleyer, 88: G
E. Wilson. Tenant’s Harbor, re
Hahn, 86.12; C. Winslow. 83.4; C
cently was assigned to XVI Corps
Drysdale, 82.6; Ring, 81.3.
in Japan. Wilson, a food service
Eastern Tire—C. Sleeper, 89.21; I.
technician, entered the Army ir.
Brackett. 87.2: D. Huntley. 86.5: R.
1942 and was stationed at Fort
Marshall. 85.8; L. Miller. 82.13;
Lewis, Wash., before arriving over
J. Miller, 81.5; Linscott, 76.2.
Glover’s—G. Sleeper, 95.4: G seas last December. He holds the
Silver Star, Bronze Star Medal
Soule. 92.6; L. Barnard. 88.14; W
Glover, 83.3; K. Olover, 82 10; S with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Korean
and UN Service Ribbons, Combat
Qlover. 81.7; R. Barnard, 77.11.
Elks No. 1—D. Howlett. 98.2; J. Infantryman Badge and the Army
Kleiwer, 95.5; C. Mason. 94.1; K. of Occupation Medal for service
LeGage. 93.4; Anastasio, 93.2; M in Japan.
• * • •
Benner, 92.9; D. Bickford, 84.6.
Pvt. Wendell E. Walker, 20. son
40 & 8—J. Alley, 97.15; A. Drinkwater. 96.27; W. Drinkwater. 95.24; of Earle Walker, Thomaston, is
F. Allen. 91.7; A. Davis. 86.8; W. A. serving with, the 24th Infantry
Drinkwater, 85.4; N. Drinkwater, Division in Korea. Private Walker,
who wears the National Defense
84.2.
Gulf—R. Hopkins. 94 19; H. Carr. Service Medal and the UN and
93.3; R. Colby, 91; L. Drinkwater. Korean Service .Ribbons, is as
90.11: R. Danielson. 90.4; Hallowell signed to the division's 21 Regi
ment. He has been overseas since
89.
Jaycees—P. Huber, 90.2;
C November. A graduate of Thom
Adams. 84.9; K. Mignault, 82.14; aston High School, Walker entered
Eastman, 80.14: Margeson, 805; E. the Army last May and completed
basic training at Fort Knox, Ky.
Spear, 76.10.
♦ * * *
IOOF—A. Benner. 95.5; R. Hast
Thaxter S. Sedgwick, 18, of 18
ings, 93.17; W. Makinen, 93.6; A
Makinen, 91.7; C. Achorn. 90.5; B Trinity St.. Rockland, enlisted in
the Army with grade of Pvt (E-l),
Jameson. 87.5; L. Jameson. 69.9.
Shells—R. Kleiwer, 99.1; E. Cook. Jan. 8. 1954. He is the son of Mr.
96.11; L. Lord. 94.2; D. Hodgkins. and Mrs. Payson Sedgwick, Box
93.9; J. McLoon. 92.5: J. Smith, 90.7; 241, Rockland. Before en'isting he
was an auto mechanic (self em
J. Hill. 87.
Water Co.—B. Gamage. 91 17; O ployed) .
Holden. 90.11; M Winslow. 86.22:
A. Melvin, 86.6: R Varney, 84.13: Advertise In The Oourier-Gtuette
C. Gamage, 84.5.
M.C.R.R.—H. Doak. 95 14: F.
Carsley. 93; S. Wfilis. 93; W. LeWE WILL BUY
gage. 91.11: B. Spear, 91.3: Rams
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
dell. 83.22: Anderson, 82.4.
Post Office—R. Fogarty. 92.1; R.
Perry. 89.18: J. Moulatson. 89.8; M.
Nute, 86.17; Mosher, 84.16; Axtell,
83.2.
Park St. Motors—Whittier, 98.22;
F. Perry, 98.11; C. Fitch, 97.2; R.
Simmons, 93.3; S. Oray, 89.3; L
Genevicz. 88 7; J. Dugan. 873.
E. R. Cook. Sec.
January 11, 1954.

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
86-31 RANKIN ST.,
XOCKLAND

1-8-tf

Two Rockland teams were vic
torious at the Rockland High
School gymnasium Thursday after
noon in a Bus Line League doubleheader. In the first upset of league
play an up and coming South
School five eked out a 24-20 win
over a smooth working Rockport
quintet.
Rockland Junior High won easily
over file orphans of the league,
Owl's Head. 41-18. Owl’s Head must
play all of their games away as they
have no home court.
The low scoring first game found
Coach Fred Verrill’s Southies com
ing from behind to take the lead in
the final period and then proceed
to go into a very deliberate prossession type of ball to preserve it.
Rockport led at the half 12-10.
The strange gym and the aggres
siveness of the locals proved te be
a great disadvantage to Ted Rich
ard's little team from Rockport.
Ted's boys decidedly off in their
shooting.
Russ Lunt was the only man on
either team to get into the double
figures as he came through with 10
points, the same amount the top
two Rockport men. Ken Wentworth
and Dave Pound with five points
each, had together.
The result of this contest shoved
both teams into a tie for second
place with identical records of four
wins against two losses.
The league leading Rockland
Junior High had no trouble what
soever with Coach Ashley Grey's
team, who really do a magnificent
job, considering the handicap they
must play under.
With the score standing 17-2 at
the end of the first period It was
just a question of how many sub
stitutes Junior High coach, Henry
Martin, had to put into the ball
game. In all, a total of approxi
mately 30 men entered this scorer’s
nightmare for coach Martin.
The win. put together with Rock
port's loss, sent the Junior High two
full games in front of the pack.
Bus tine Standing
Rockland Junior High
6 0
South School
4 2
Rockport
4 2
Thomaston
l 3*
Camden
i 3»
Owl’s Head
o 6
Two games to make up with
each other.

Coach Harriett McKeil’s sextet
stayed right in the fight for second
i place in the Knox-Lincoln League
by rolling up a 46-31 win over Wis1 casset Wednesday in a game post
poned from Tuesday because of bad
weather.
5 For the first half, Wiscasset made
a ball game of it ard left tne floor
trailing by but four points, 25-21 at
halftime.
i A last half surge, led by that girl
. with the nifty one hand running
push shot, “Midge'’ Grispl, put the
game out of the Redskin's reach.
The major part of the last period
was played by Rockland substitutes.
Grispi came through with 16
points and was ably assisted in the
scoring column by Pat Billings with
14 and Celia Crie with 12 points.
Leading scorer of the night was
Edith Whitney of Wiscasset, who
had 21 of the Redskin’s 31 points.
Rockland (46) Billings Lf. 7; Ni
chols Lf, 1; Boothbay Lf; Crie Rf.
5 (2); Fogg rf; Grispi c, 7 (2);
Duncan C. 1; Packard Lg. Gray Lg;
Stewart Lg; Naum Rg; Porter Cg.
Tip to motorists: A reckless
Wiscasset (31) Millett Lf, 2 (1);
driver and his job are soon parted
Stetson Rf, 1 (1); McTarden Rf, 1;
—so take measures to protect your
Whitney C, 10 (1); Libby Lg; Dow job today
ling Lg; Smith Rg; Stickney Cg.
Referees: Bonney.
Rockland
13 25 36 46
. Wiscasset
10 21 25 31

Francis L. Tillson

CLARK ISLAND
ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil users in St, George, Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN & ELLIOT CO.. Phone 5.
Thomaston.
6-7

CARPENTER
and BUILDER
THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL 178-4
102-T*8-tf

HE MAKES LENDING A
FRIENDLY BUSINESS
This is the friendly YES MANager of the local
Finance Company. He believes that no
one should borrow unnecessarily. But when a
loan is to a person’s advantage, he provides folks
with needed cash promptly.
MILES B. SAWYER here
He makes borrowing a simple, friendly trans
action. He makes loans to employed men and women, married or
single. He arranges convenient monthly payments.
If you decide that a loan is to your advantage, come to see
P<w>cnahi YES MANager today.
Loons $25 to $2500 on Signature, Furniture or Auto

lint company// fhat

to say rrt-

FINANCE Ca
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.
2nd FI., 356 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Rhone:1133 • Miles B. Sawyer, YES MANager
Small Loan Statute License No. 35

LIST OF OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS ELECTED
AT ANNUAL MEETING OF

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Maine, January 12, 1954

OFFICERS
Herbert C. Newbegin .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. President
Morris B. Perry .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Vice President
Harold S. Davis .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Vice President
Lendon C. Jackson.. .. .. Treasurer and Trust Officer
DIRECTORS
The following Directors have made oath to the
proper discharge of their duties, within 30 days of their
election, qualifying them as provided under section 102,
of the banking laws.

Charles H. Berry
Putnam P. Bicknell
William K. Bicknell
John C. Creighton
E. Clifford Ladd
Albert C. McLoon

John H. McLoon
Herbert C. Newbegin
Grevis F. Payson
Morris B. Perry
Earle C. Perry
George H. Thomas
Arthur K. Walker

Attest:
CHARLES T. SMALLEY, Clark.
M8

,
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Tuesday-Thursdoy-Saturdoy
Hiare~wffi be a special obhcTave of
Claremont Commandary, K. T.
OF THE TOWN
Monday, for the purpose of confer
ring the Order of the Temple on
two candidates. Supper will be
Mrs. Leah Davis of Port Clyde served at 6.30 p. m., by the ladies
Coming Events
saw * robin on her lawn the day of the Eastern Star.
the recent
snowstorm
. Social and community event* before
tre eollclted for tti* calendar. AU struck. This is the latest she has
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet
are free and apace here cannot be ever seen robins at her place which
Monday
night at 730 in G.A.R
purchased.
Strictly
commercial
affair*, sales, suppers, dances, can- overlooks Port Clyde harbor from Hall. Books to be audited by the
aot be accepted The decision of a hilltop site.
council, composed of Mrs. Lizzie
’he editor 1* final .)
French, Mrs. Bessie Haraderv and

TALK

One year ago—Union held its
town meeting to raise funds to com
plete paying the contractor for its
beautiful
Thompson
Memorial
Building.—The report of City Man
ager Farnsworth showed a gain in
Rockland’s relief load.—The banks
and Loan Building Association an
nual meetings stood pat on their
excellent officers.—Financial cam
paign of Rockland Boy Scouts
started with Kennedy Crane. Jr., in
charge.—Charles M. Foote was in
stalled as master of Rockland
Lodge A. F. & A. M. Oliver Holden
was elected chairman of Knox
County Chapter, American Red
Cross.

Jan. 18—Annual Meeting and Ban
quet of Maine Publicity Bureau
in Portland.
Jan. 19—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
meets at Odd Fellows Building.
Jan. 21—Theta Rho Girls' Club
meets at Odd Fellows Build
ing .
Jan. 21—Emblem Club meets at
Elks Home.
Jan. 22—Methebesec Club meets
at Farnsworth Art Museum
Jan. 27—BF.W. meeting, Farns
worth Museum.
Jan. 31—Annual visitation of the
Bishop of Maine at St. Peter's
Parish.
Feb. 3—Area High School Discus
sion with Mark Shibles and Wil
liam Bailey. Union P.T.A., at
Thompson Memorial
Feb. 4—Methebesec club meets at
Farnsworth Art Museum
Feb. 4—Emblem Club initiation
and installation at Elks Home.
Feb. 4-7 — Bates College Winter
Carnival weekend.
Jan. 16—March of Dimes Tag Day
Feb. 19—Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. Joseph Dondis, 69
Beech street.
Feb. 21-22—The 41st Annual East
ern Dog Show. Mechanics Bldg.,
Boston.
May 10-11—Hospital Auxiliary’s
' County Fair” Universallst Ves
try
April 2—Fifth Annual State of
Maine Future Apprentice Com
petition. State House. Augusta.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
DINNER

Young Republicans of Knox
County will sponsor an all- Re
publican Lincoln dinner at the
Cainden Snow Bowl on February
10, according to Samuel Collins,
Jr., Young GOP chairman.
Charles Lowe of Camden will
be chairman of the dinner and
Thomas Aylward of Cainden will
be ticket chairman. AIM on the
committee will be Maynard In
graham, Jr., Rockport. David
Nichols, Camden, Sheriff P. Wil
lard Pease, and Mrs. Esther
Wolfe, Thomaston... All candi
dates for office in the June pri
maries will be invited and the
committee expects to obtain one
of Maine’s outstanding political
speakers for the affair.

THE WEATHER
Good to see the end of this first
week of real winter weather. Zero
temperatures were seen, well below
in some exposed quarters—two live
ly snow storms though only about
five to six inches of the white stuff
on the grounds-and a couple of
rebl ear "flapper” mornings with
plenty of wind. Milder this morn
ing but cold enough to still be In
character—boisterous. Next week
starts off with Benjamin Frank
lin's birthday, the total eclipse of
the moon Monday night, birthdays
of the famous Southerner Robert
E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson, ter
minating with a January thaw on
Saturday.

Mrs. Inez Packard.

Lloyd N. Lawrence is on duty
again at Lloyd’s Pharmacy follow
ing a protracted attack of grippe.
A yarn to read with pleasure of
the purest ray serene, “The Sentry
of Pumpkin Hill", is in the hop
per and .will appear in an early
issue.
Needless to say, it is
from the pen of Waldo Tyler.

Youth Rally At
Rockport Baptist
Church Monday
The Lincoln Baptist Association
Youth Rally will be held at the
Rockport Baptist Church, Monday
evening at 7.30 p. m. The special
speaker is “Dad” Harvey from Rich
mond, Me. Mr. Harvey has served
in the State of Maine as a rural
missionary under the Park Street
Church of Boston.
The Musical Teenagers from
Richmond, will also accompany
"Dad" Harvey in his visit to Rock
port. These Teenagers are four tal
ented, consecrated High Schoo! stu
dents with a positive, dynamic mes
sage. They play the piano, sing as
a quartet, present a brass trio and
several other musical combinations
A social hour with refreshments
' follows the meeting. All young peo1 pie from Baptist Churches of the
i Association are urged to attend,
j and other young people are most
I cordially invited to be present for
this Rally.

Anyone interested In Knox Hos
pital who has dolls or material for
doll's clothes or dolls beds, lace, Municipal Court
ribbon or yarrTthat they would like
to donate for the hospital fair, ■ The only case presented Thurs
please leave at Lloyd's Pharmacy. day was that of a 13-year-old
Warren >boy who pleaded guilty to
A reader of he Courier-Gazette driving without a license Jan. 11
Is extremely anxious to get infor on Route 131. Tne case was dis
mation on the Rockland Schooner missed by Judge Dwinal due to ex
State
Laura Messer. He wishes all details tenuating circumstances.
Frances Hurd is now employed as available, where she ended her Trooper Harvey C. Childs made the
cook at Evelyn Davis' South End days, dimensions
any skippers complaint.
• • • •
Lunch.
or crew members and annecdotes
Friday's court consisted of two
concerning the vessel.
juvenile cases.
A 16 year old Rochester, N. H.,
That Generations f
The Purchase Street PTG will
boy pleaded guilty to the theft ot
meet at the South School Monday,
to Come may
an automobile, and received a sus
Jan. 18 at 7.45 p. m. A. Alan Grosspended sentence to the State School
Remember
man will speak on Wills. Refresh
for Boys, and was ordered held fc
ments will be served.
the Brunswick Police on a similar
charge. The boy allegedly stole an
d\
Mrs. Adelma Lind is a surgical
auto in Brunswick, which he drove
I patient at Knox Hospital.
as far as Rockland. He then took
I
The USS Newport News sailed a car belonging to Elizabeth Pea
! Jan. 4 for a five month training body of 11 Cedar Street, and drove
j and “good will" tour to the Medi as for as Belfast, where he gave
terranean Sea. Aboard the heavy himself up to the Belfast Police.
, cruiser is Arthur C. Holman, sea The theft of the Peabody car, a
man, USN, son of Rev. and Mrs. 1946 Ford coupe, occurred Thurs
John J. Holman of Port Clyde and day.
» •» •
husband of the former Miss Patricia
A 15 year old North Warren boy
Patten of 5 Taconnet St.. Waterville.
paid a $5 fine for driving without
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will ob- a license on Jan.. 14 at Warren.
i serve Thomas Wildey night at their Deputy Sheriff Edgar Libby made
meeting Tuesday, Jan. 19. at 7.30 the complaint.
Mrs. Lurana Robinson will be ln
. chocxactf a faendy mow
Usually the folks who worry
charge of the program. A 6.15 supmoot, i«u chuicc u o«
only far your lifetime, but
' per will precede the meeting with about nothing are those wlio have
flar frwrraaocu m come. We vao
, Mrs. Linnie Gray, chairman.
nothing to worry about.

I

Orip you find lairing aatufacnon
duwgh oar wide lelecrion of Rock
Agra family monument Eavk a
barked by a signed guarantee to

at
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Chester Brooks !I
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL 98
TEL 2151
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DIED
Glldden—At Charlestown. Mass.,
Jan. 11, Berton A. Glidden, for
merly of Waldoboro, age 85 years
Funeral services were held Jan. 15
at Charlestown, Mass. Rev. Harold W. Carpenter officiated. Inferment in the Rural Cemetery.
Charlestown.
Sheerer—At Cranston, R. I., Jan
14. Leroy Sheerer, formerly of Tenant's Harbor, age 78 years. Funeral services Sunday, 1 p. m. from
Davis Funeral Home, Thomaston.
Interment' in Tenant’s Harbor in
the spring.

• nd <’Stl"

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
14 HOUR .AMBULANCE
SERVICE

....

What Is Rockland

New Boy Scout

Doing For Its
Youth Today?

Commissioner Has
Rich Background

What is Rockland doing to keep
Pine Tree Council, Boy Scouts of
kids out of trouble? Is Rockland America, has this week appointed
giving youngsters plenty of healthy Dr. John L. Parsons' of Winslow,
Si
outlets for their energies. Or are Me.. to serve as Council Commis
*
you “talking a good game” about sioner of the entire Pine Tree area.
preventing juvenile delinquency but As Scout Commissioner. Dr. Par
doing little?
sons will be responsible for the op
Answers to these questions are eration of a Commissioner Staff of
being looked for in thousands of approximately 90 to 100 men. A
towns in the United States—wher large area Council such as Pine
ever there is a P. T A. And that Tree is divided into geographical
adds up to a good many towns, districts for more efficient opera
since there are 38.500 P. T. A 's tion. Each of these Districts select*
a District Commissioner who is re
' throughout the country.
I Miss Dorothea Lensch. Recreation sponsible for the program part of
i Committee Chairman lor the Na Scouting in that area, and these
tional Congress, has recommended District Commissioners are respon
| to tlie 50 State Congresses that sible for securing Neighborhood
local or state units conduct sur Commissioners who directly serve
veys of recreational facilities. Facts the Cub Scout Packs Boy Scout
uncovered in these surveys will be Troops and Explorer Units in a
I I
Photo by Culler, used in several ways. First and smaller geographical area. All of
Postmaster David Pollock of South Thomaston succeeded Vinalhaven Postmaster O. V. Drew Thursday most important result will be the
the Commissioners of the Scout
night as president of the Knox County Postmasters’ Association. Officials of the association are. from left to
right: Postmaster Herbert Waldron, Glen Cove, vice president: Postmaster Mrs. Enid Monaghan of Port good look the community will take Council represent the Scout Execu
Clyde who has served several years as secretary, and who was returned to that post; President Pollock, and at its own recreational setup for tives throughout the area The Pine
Postmaster Donald George of Thomaston who was elected second vice president. The elections were preceded boys and girls. Action will auto Tree Council with its 310 units, and
by dinner at the Knox Hotel in Thomaston, hollowing the meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Palleria enter matically follow in many cases.
12.000 square miles is one of the
tained the group with musical numbers.
Miss Lensch. in recommending largest in the East, and lt is im
the nationwide survey, pointed out possible for the Scout Executives to
that one important phase in con visit Units personally except on
COMMANDER REED POKES FUN AT
Ten Business
trolling child crime is prevention. special occasions. The Commission
Men To Check
Recreation, properly planned and ers serve this purpose, and are the
"AFTER THE BALL IS OVER" BUT
properly used, can do much to help
hason between the Scout office and
Bureau Program
PREFERS IT TO 1953 HOTCHA
in this preventive state, she said.
each group. The commissioners
She is an authority in the field of
Maine’s promotional program in
That old ballard. "Turn Back the■ the duskiness of the old silent days
make make an effort to visit each
recreation, serving at present as the
all its phases will be exposed to Universe and Give Me Yesterday," i of the movies, has grown up. Roof the various Units at least month
director of the Bureau of Public
intense public scrutiny by a panel has been running through my head n“n^has become more sophistica- Recreation in Portland. Oregon and ly. assist them with program and
ted.
The
lady
who
twirled
her
paroof 10 leading businessmen and pub recently. I don t know why that old
suggests the following as a basis for problems.
Dr Parsons has a rich back
lic officials at the 32nd Annual song should bob up from its grave sol and bemoaned the fickleness of community surveys to be conducted
ground of Boy Scouting experience,
Meeting of the State of Maine Pub and return to haunt me in this day her lover in the occasional acts of by P. T. A. groups:
vaudeville has shed her ruffled petlicity Bureau in the Hotel Eastland
A What recreation activities starting his record in 1937 when he
and age, but it does, and it’s nos, ticcat in the interests of progress there are. such as programs spon served as Chairman of a Pack Com
next Monday, afternoon.
: lalgic theme' makes me restless.
and the sweet mysteries of life are sored by—
Entitled
"The
Spotlight
on
mittee of a Cub Pack of the Erie
It brings back a scene which
more revealing. We are wise guys
Maine'ss Promotion,” the panel will1
County Council in Erie, Penn., fol
1.
Parks,
recreation
and
school
should be familiar to many old
examine the various promotional
now: "There's a Broken Heart For
lowing this he became the Councildepartments.
folks who haven’t thought of it for
activities which benefit the major
Every Light on Broadway" is Just
wile Cub Scout Commissioner in
2. Youth activity groups
' years. There is a darkened theatre
categories of business in this State. ,
another ear of particularly juicy
Ei ie. Penn., and later Chairman of
3.
Churches
discuss how these businesses are. where some of Mack Sennetts’ Key com.
the Organization and Extension
4. Civil Defense organization
stone
Cops
have
been
cavorting,
benefited and make suggestions as i
Committee. From 1942 to 1945 he
5. Schools and homes
All the same when the melody of
to expanding or increasing such and its time
chan«e the reel A
was the Scout Commissioner of that
6. Comercial sponsors.
itJ
j backdrop with a gold frame around those old timers comes drifting
B. What recreation facilities are same Council and in 1945 moved to
it’ drops’’ down and a freshly bar-’ down the
from out the P851
Publicity Bureau leaders stated
Waterville where he became a Field
i bered baritone steps out in front they are g00d to remember and of available, such as—
they believe that with the nation's
1. Community centers
Commissioner of the Pine Tree
economy moving into an era of
The spot light hits his white
th“* 1 a” profoundly certain;
2. Facilities of the youth-serving Council. He also was Institutional
keener competition than has exist- j «»irt front, where a modest dia- “ corne> M
were they are ln"
groups
Representative of the Cub Scout
ed for possibly 15 years, the time mond glitters and a colored slide finately ^perior to the present mu3. Church facilities
Pack and Troop 136 of the Pleasant
full
of
apple
blossoms
and
magnolia
slca
'
ri:et
®
co
®'
ue
an<
*
is opportune for a searching public
4. School facilities
Street
Methodist Church in Water
examination into the what, why appears—sometimes upside down- s:rted hotcha which occasionally
5. Private and commercial enter ville. During the past two or three
upon
the
screen.
There
is
a
moment
makes
me
waM
10
throw
the
radio
and how of Maine's total promo
prise.
years he has been serving as the
tional program. Activities of the of breathless anticipation, while the out the wlndow
In her bulletin requesting co Leadership Training Chairman of
Maine Publicity Bureau, Maine De piano player runs through his in- ' And another thing, in spite of it operation of all parent-teacher
the Ticonic District, serving the
velopment Commission and Maine troduction and the singer arches a^» I dont want anyone to turn groups in the recreation surveys
area around Waterville. Dr Parsons
State Chamber of Commerce will his chest and winds up for business, back the universe for me, and l,she said: ..No one recognizes
has on three occasions attended
be included in the discussion, since and when that old tear jerker ’ don't want anybody to give me yes-1 ,han you what an important contraining courses at the Boy Scout
these are co-ordinated to make up : known as the “illustrated song" vol- (terday either. I've already had yes- ' tribution recreation can make to
National Training School at Mend
the bulk of Maine's total promo- leys forth in all it's dripping glory, terday and enjoyed every moment the prevention of juvenile dellnham, N. J. He holds the Scouters
tional effort.
I it might be "After the Ball i* Over” of it- Neither do I want tomorrow.! quency."
Award for training and the Silver
Participating in the panel will be or it might be a noble effort to It will be here quite soon enough
Beaver which is the highest lay
Horace W. Chapman. Bangor hotel- "Break the News to Mother,” but for me. In the meantime I'm proneMARTINSVILLE
man's award in Scouting. He is a
man. for food and lodgings; Ken whatever it is it was calculated to to reminisce and I feel regretful
ANNOUNCEMENT
neth C. Tipper. Oakland; president make somebody blow his nose and that the youngsters of today could Any anid an Esso Range or es,s0 member of the Rotary Club of Wa
terville and the Pleasant Street
of Associated Industries of Maine, give him his money's worth.
: not have heard these classics of the
oil users in St. George. TenMethodist Church. lie is a post of
for manufacturing; Frank J. Leahy,
These songs were really some- Past, for I feel that when it ma- ants Harbor and Port Clyde deficer of that church and at present
formerly of Portland and now of thing. The
present generation tores it will have nothing to re- siring
conRnue with Esso
Bangor, for retail sales; Charles L. missed a great deal if it can't re- member in this hne except it's own Heating Oi’s may arrange for is treasurer of the new building
fund committee. He was recently
Hildreth, Portland, for whole member the melting strains
of s'phistication and cacophony of regular deliveries by telephoning
sale and distributing; Francis C. “ 'Twas Only A Boid In A Gilded lugubrious squawks and general hy- | DUNN & ELLIOT CO. Phone 5. elected chairman of the Maine sec
tion of the National Chemical so
Spiller, Sanford, for the automotive Cage" being filtered through the steria. which is all I can get from I Thomaston.
6-7
ciety. He is a chemist having se
industry: Frank W. Prouty, Port drooping moustaches of many an the musical menu of modern times j
_____________
land. for the professions: Emery L. old time song plugger to clop up
Every small town has a city cured his B S. degree at MIT., and
C. H Reed
Mallett, Farmington, for public the atmosphere with sweetness,
manager whether it has adopted his P.H.D. at Yale.
Dr. Parsons replaces E. R. An
utilities; Walter L. Spallholz. Port leavened at times with the project
the city manager plan or not.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
drews of Bath who recently accept
land. for the service industries;
ed odor of spaghetti and fried
Ralph Irving. Ellsworth City Mana
There are always many more ed the responsibility of Senior Scout
BARGAIN: Home in Morrill vil
onions.
ger, for municipalities; and Ernest
people
ready to criticize new ideas Co-ordinator of the Pine Tree
lage
for
sale.
elec.,
tel.,
towr.water,
"Mona" was an "Old Pa! of Mine"
Council.
H. Johnson, State Tax Assessor,
bathroom.
sunporch,
fireplace,
in those days “When You Wore A good shade. 5 acres land. shed, than those who think them up.
for State finances.
Tulip and I Wore a Red Red Rose" stable. A steal at $3000—stockedArthur F. Maxwell, Biddeford
and we wandered "Down By The equipped Farm. 150 acres. 50 tillbanker and president of the Maine
Old Mill Stream" when “Loves Old age, wood and lumber, for home
Publicity Bureau, will preside at
use. borders pond; 8 room house. I
the panel session, as well as the Sweet Song" was in its infancy. I elec., tel., running water, furnace !
met
“
Bedelia"
then
—
and
so
did
a
barn,
cow shed. 24 ties. Near vil- |
annual business meeting, scheduled
Price
$8500
STROUT
lave
lot
of
my
contemporaries
—
We
met
for 2 p. m.
REALTY. John Quincy Adams, As- !
her
“
In
The
Shade
Of
The
Shel

Gov. Burton M. Cross and New
sociate. Phone 6--3531. Liberty,
7*lt I
England Council president Curtis tering Palm” “At The End of A Maine.
Easy Monthly Payments
M. Hutchins of Bangor will be the Perfect Day" and we rode to our
IF you are a first-class cook and
permanent
employment I
principal speakers at the . annual tryst on "A Bicycle Built For Two” desire
for those were "School Days. School write, giving age. references, past
banquet in the evening.
employers
and
any
information
Days.” dear old golden rule days,
which will help in our selection !
18 School St. TeL 430 Rockland
Semi-Annual Shoe Sale now go and we were young.
■ Ail interviews must be arranged by
3-tf
ing on at the Quality Shoe Sliop.
Its easy to kid those old time mail. Write 'COOK'' care
5-10 ballards (as I am doing now) but i Courier-Gazette,
they did something for my genera- —
" T~ ~
~
IN MEMORIAM
tion. They stirred up immature
In loving memory of Grace E.
Freeman, who died Jan. 16, 1952. emotions we didn't know we had
No one knows the silent heartache and left us wondering at the "Sweet
Only those who have lost can tell Mysteries of Life” beyond our ken.
Of the grief that is born in silence, Also the lady who twirled her par
For the one we loved so well.
Her husband, Clarence E Free asol and yowled about her lover
man and Children and Sister. 7 lt made some of us wonder how she
W.
ever got him in the first place, and
CARD OF APPRECIATION
similar thoughts.
This is to express our sincere
Now the audience which listened
thanks for the many acts of kind
ness and consideration shown us to those sentimental outpourings in
during the last sickness and fol
lowing the death of our loved one.
j/"
There are no words that can ex
NOTICE
press the depth of our feelings for
The Office of
the thoughtfulness of our neigh
bors, friends and actually the
DR. WALTER D. HALL
whole '.own, accorded us. in our
Will Be Closed After Jon. 23
time of trouble and great loss
Charles Cargill and family.
Until Further Notice.
Washington. Jan. 14. 1954.
6-8
7»lt

MONEY FOR HOMES

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Return-address Your
Legibly and Correctly

sen”ire-

with *

UflVISflJNFRfllHOHtS

Pollock Heads Knox Postmasters

TO BUY—BUILD—IMPROVE—REPAIR

Packages Quickly,
•k'

RUSSELL

Saturday, January 16,1954

Rockland

RUBBER STAMP
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
49-aw-tf

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MALNE

1-tf

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
New 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Here!

FOR 71 YEARS

DOI*BLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTING SPEED

During AH These Years We Have Furnished

Priced from $229.00 up

MONUMENTS OF QUALITY AND VALUE

COMMUNITY BUILDING-ROCKLAND

Good By Comparison

JANUARY 21, 1954

BURPEE
Funeral Home

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

Ambulance Service

Maine Office-Showroom, Thomaston

TELS. SM—«M-M
119-112 LIMEROCK BT.
ROCKLAND, MB.
K

Gigantic Dance and Entertainment!

PHONE THOMASTON 175

8 P. M.

Yow Donation and Purchase of Tickets Will Give
This Boy the Use of His Hands and
Enable Him To Walk Agaia

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.

Manufacturing Plant, East Union

18-8-tf

342 Park Street

Rockland, Maine
4-tf

Sponsored by Rockland. So. Thomaston, Rockport, Thomaston
and Warren Lion* Club*

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 16, 1954
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WARREN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 4$

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
ATvertUemenU Id thto column net to exceed three Knee Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Fire small words to a line.
Special Notice! AU "blind ads" so called. L e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courler-Gasetto
office for handling. cost 25 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.

Management

Sale*

HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?

Send five questions. $1.00. stamped
envelope REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
Real Estate Broker
advisor. 827 Broadway. Everett,
TELEPHONE 1647
Mare. Full page reading enclosed.
88 SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND Prompt reply.
153-fi-tf
Rentals
Appraisals
AYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
Knox County
__________________
7-tf
FEAST SPECIALS
CHARLES E BICKNELL, II

4000 BLACK Sex-Link Chicks
rar sale: hatching date Jan. 28.
Footer Jameson Stock. TEL. War
ren 44-4.
7-8
BABY Chicks: We have recently
idded 15.000 egg capacity to our
xntchery to help meet the great
nerease ln demand for our chicks.
A few more orders for our sex-link
^Western Beef Sirloin Steak, 95cJ
outlets can be accepted for last
rf February March and April
Roast Turkey, 95e
JAMES
S.
COUSENS
Cockerels available anytime at 5c.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
White Rocks, straight run 16c.
At Bob's Lunch or
No tremors ln our chicks during 14
Business Opportunities
rears in business. Sold out on
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
Bob's Restaurant
>lkck pullets until Feb. 20. WIL 17$ MAVERICK BT.
TEL. 153$
MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo- ___________________________ B6-tf
7-t
jero.

TeL 91-1

153-lg

Firemen, Coast Guard Work To Raise Maggie

Spear
Supper preceded the installation.
Church Notices

The fellowcraft degree will be
conferred Monday night at the re
gular meeting of St. George Lodge,
AF. and AM.
Rev. Bruce P. Cummings has been
substituting at the High School
this week, for Mrs. Grace Wyllie,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
who is 111.
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no bankThe Sisters Degree team of White
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Oak Orange, did not confer the
ALL ML'ST BE PAID FOR
third and fourth degrees on a class
no received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gasette. Count the Words—Five to a
of candidates at Seven Tree Grange
at Union Wednesday night (Jan.
13) as planned due to illness among
the degree team members. The
WANTED
FOR SALE
work will be postponed, date to be
EASY Spin Drver for sale. 2
I WELL do Trucking and also announced.
years old;’ excellent condition. ' Garbage Disposal. THL. ThomasMrs. Willis Moody Sr., Is ill.
TEL. Warren 44-4.
7-8. ton 116-12.
7*9
The Tuesday night meeting of the
OIL and Electric Comb. Range ' HOME Furnishings wanted, cook Warren Parent-Teacher Association
stove,
table,
chairs,
etc.
For
needy
|
for sale Lute new. TEL. Ten- j
ant’s Harbor 53-2.
7-lt i family. Please contact Selectmen was postponed to Tuesday, Jan. 19th,
of St. George, ARTHUR MILLS. : due to traveling conditions.
MODEL T Ford for sale. Good A RNDLD STTMPSON. FORREST i Miss Sadie Gammon, home re
tires, engines needs parts to run 1 WALL.
6-7 i
cently from Boston University, with
really well. Price $30 KENNETH [
SMITH. Northport. Tel. 739-M4 , STENOGRAPHER and Business her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
7-9 I Machine Operator wanted Apply Gammon, had as her guest, Philip
In Person, SENTER-CRANE’S
WHITE
Enamel
Oil-burning
6-8 Kuntz, of Newton Centre, Mass.
Kitchen Range, e'ec. pump and oil
Robert Hybels member of the
RETIRED, former, executivebarreil for sale. TEL. 1174-R.
7*9 salesman. very active, wishes posi Rockland High Teaching staff, who
tion. best of reference. Consider was in Holland recently for a
NINE-Piece Dining Room Set part time. Write M. M., care The year as exchange teacher, was guest
$50, for sale; also Easy Spin Dry Courier-Gazette.
5*7
speaker, Wednesday night last
Washing Machine. $25; 2 electric
SINGLE
Person
or
young
mar; week, at the Warren Lion's Club
Ranges. 1 Gas Range. 1 Combina
tion oil and gas Range, from $20 to ried Couple to act as companion- Ladies’ night observance. Slides of
$35: Maple Chair. $8; What-not. housekeeper for elderly peraon in
Write Holland views were shown and nar
$12; Bookcase. $8: hall Table. $10; Camden. Good home.
also antique dishes and other ar- | "COMPANION” care The Courier- rated by Mr. Hybels.
5-7 J Troop 224, Boy Scouts of America,
tides. ELSIE J. WALLACE. Tel. j Gazette.
Warren 55.
________ 7-9
HOUSEHOLD Goods wanted. 1 will join the competition and rally
1948
CHEVROLET four-yard Particularly interested ln quantity of 16 troops, and three Explorer
Dump Truck for sale. Good run lots and will pay good prices, es Units of the coast district, w’hich
ning cond., three new tires. LAW pecially for any antiques you may
RENCE HUNT. Old County Road. have." I give $7.00 for old painted will be held Saturday night, Feb.
Thomaston.
______ 6-8 lift-top commodes. W. J. FRENCH. 6th at the Waldoboro High School
Camden. Phone 758 .
3-8 gumnasium, starting at 7.30 p. tn.
BOY'S Shoe Skates, size 7, for
EXPERIENCED
MALE
RETAIL
Competitive events that night will
sale. Nearly new, $4.50; 16 Otis!
SALES CLERK WANTED!
St. TEL 538-R
_____ 6’8
include a knot relay, compass com
Must be willing to accept re
CRAWLER Tractors for sale, sponsibility for year round employ petition, signaling, and first aid.
with or without blades or winches, ment.
Write
“QUALIFICATI- Games will also be played, and a
used 1951 Oliver CC3 with blade ANT.’’ care The Courier-Gazette judging contest held.
and hydraulic; 1950 John Deere
3tf
Members of the Warren Lions
MC, 1952. MC and 1953 John Deere
CLAMS wanted. Top prices Club, which has joined the zone
40C. All good condition, priced
SIMS
’
LOBSTER
POUND,
Spruce
right. W S PILLSBURY & SON.
project for Jackie Hupper, have tic
128tf
Waterville, Tel. 613._______ 7-S-jO Head.
kets on sale for the dance and pro
IF you want the best auto body
KITCHEN Range for sale, with
gram to be given at the Rockland
oil burners; also 1946 Ford. Call and fender work, come to ROWL Community Building, Jan. 21st,
ING'S
OARAGE,
778
Main
Street.
at 17 MAIN ST, Thomaston, eve
47tf auspices of the zone.
nings.
5-7 Rockland
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and [ The film strip. "Three-Coat
KENMORE Circulating Heater
wanted. MORRIS GOR Men,” will be shown next Monday
Pot Burner for sale, used very Batteries
&l SON. 6 Leland St. Tel [ night at the weekly meeting of the
Bttle.
Price reasonable.
MRS. DON
123-W.
98tf
FRANK RAYMOND, Vinalhaven.
Warren Teen Age Club.
DONT discard your old or
6*7
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spear had
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
WASHING Machine for sale, in NEWMAN for restoring and re- as callers recently, her brother and
fine running condition.
Call fintohlng: 48 Masonic St
Tel sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs Charles
MRS. TED SYLVESTER, 306-W. 1106-M.
Itf! Hupper, of Port Clyde.
5*7
Fred Perkins, Jr. spoke on the
USED Tractors for sale, taken in
TO LET
subject, “Have You Forgotten Any
on the new 40 and 50 series trac
thing?” at the Parents’ night ob
tors; John Deere MT. Oliver 60,
SINGLE House to let; S Rock- j
John Deere B. Parmall F14. Farm- land street. SHAFTER. Tel. 1002. | servance last Sunday by the War
ail A, John Deere LA, John Deere ______________________________ 7*9 ren Tren Age Club. A comparison
L. Massey-Harris Pony with or
DESIRABLE House. 7 rooms, between living conditions In early
Without equipment, IHC 10-20
Steel wheels. W S. PILLSBURY. bath to let. Tel. HYLER, 15 America and now, was made.
7-9
& SON. Waterville.________ 7-S-10 Green St., Thomaston.
Auxiliary Offlrers Installed
and 3-room furn. Apts, to
Mrs. Doris Morton, department
BOLENS Tractor for sale 3% let.TWO
F
G
PRIEST,
117
Park
St.
h.p. motor with 1-V snow blade Tel. 1024.
6*8 installing officer, of Augusta, and
and 1-42” straight blade Can be
FIVE-Room Apt. with bath t- installing staff, inducted the offlused as small farm tractor. Has
le<g» than 25 hours of use, $250. let. Modern. TEL. 760 or 135-W oers-elect and appointed for the
6- E. A. Starrett Auxiliry, SUV, at a
TEL. 1841.
4-6
FURN.
Apt.
to
let,
3
rms.
kit
 special meeting held Wednesday
HOLLYWOOD Electric Vibrator
for reducing weight or for lame chenette and bath. Heated. Adults night.
5-7
muscles for sale. TEL. 1684, 10 to only. TEL. 519-J.
Among the guests present were:
TWO room, unfurn. Apt. to let. Mrs. Florence Arnold, department
12 or 2 to 4 dally, except Wed
For quick sale $30
5-7 priv. bath, prlv. ent.. kit. utilities,
clean, matured adults, references: president; Norman Fossett, de
LATHE, 8-foot bed,
8-lnch 87 N. MAIN ST., 2d floor.
55*7 partment junior vice commander;
swing, excellent cond. $290. Tel.
FURN. Apts, to let, 1 room or Mrs. Georgia nn a Patten, depart
North Haven 51 or write J. O.
3 rms.. hot water; 29 Beech St. ment council member; Mrs. Mar
BROWN & SON. North Haven
5-7 guerite Miller, department per5-10 TEL. 1116-W. 8-12 a m.
TWO-Room
Furnished
Apt.
to sonal aide, and Charles Morton,
FORCED SALE FARM EQUIP let.
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC
MENT: Owing to Unavoidable and ST., city.____________________ 5*7 j past department commander, all of
Augusta ;and Lloyd Hooper, de
Unexpected circumstances the fol
THREE-Room fur. Apt. to let, ■ partment commander, and Ruby
lowing machinery is in our hands
with
elec,
ra
nge.
TEL.
557.
4tf
for immed ate disposal: MasseyHooper, department council mem
Harris Trac’or, Mower, Cultiva
FOUR-Room Furnished Apt. to
tor, 2-way Plow, Side Rake, Disc let; 32 Beech St. Adults. TEL. ber, both of Bath.
In behalf of the Auxiliary, Mrs.
Harrow and Snow Plow, John 1328 or 426.__________
5*7
Deere Loader and DeLaval Milker.
Edith Wotton, newly installed
FURNISHED
Apts,
to
let,
North!
AU this equipment is the latest
president, presented gifts to Mrs
type in excellent condition and the end locations. Inquare 11 JAMES
itf Morton, installing officer and Mrs.
price will surprise you. These ST.. In Person.
should be bought all together but
UNFURNISHED Apt. of three Arnold, department president.
will
sell
separately.
Terms rooms and bath to let, two circu
Members of the Auxiliary, who
can be arranged by us. W. S lating heaters, elec, stove. Adults
PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville. and references. Vacant Dec. 14;
Tel. 613.
7-S-10 43 Pacific street. TEL. 1660-R MISCELLANEOUS
after 5 p. m.
___________ 151tf
FOR SAIE
FOR the best Aluminum Com
FOUR rm. second floor Apt. to j HAVE Your Problems Solved
bination Storm Doors and Screens, let, bath, elec, easily heated, cozy, ! Send 10 questions $1.06. MRS. E
and Aluminum Combination Win pleasant, Ideal for retired couple MERITHEW, 838 Cypress Ave.,
dows, on the market at any price. or two young people. CALL 1466 j Ukiah. Calif._______________ 7*9
Cash or terms.
E T. LONG, 113 for appt.
128tf
Camden St. Tel. 1503.
4tf
Motor Tone Up, General Re
TWO furnished Rooms with i
pair Work, Electric and Acetylene
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil flush to let; 34 Fulton St. TEL.
Welding,
Tires, Tubes snd Ac
and Gas Range for sale. McLOON 1379-R_______________ 143tf !
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11 HEATED and unheated furrT cessories, Regular and Premium
Gasoline, Diesel Fuel.
Park Bt._________
142tf Apts, to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Experienced Men On Both
tf I
ALUMINUM Combination Storm Park St Tela 8060 and 1234
Repair Work and Welding.
Windows, for sale. Eagle picher,
ROLAND A. GENTHNER. Inc.
triple slide, self storing. Guaran
26 New County Rd.
Rockland
REAL ESTATE
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW
George W. Gay, Manager
ARD KENNISTON, 29 Gay St. Tel.
Sales and Service
TWO-Tenement House for sale;
$41-J. ____________________ 118tf
Tel. 336
Itf
5 rooms ud, 4 down; electric lights;
BABY Parrakeets. Full line of own water supply; 2 acres land: on
parrakeet
foods and
mineral biack-top road; ready for Immedi
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS ate occupancy, $3200 ELSIE J.
Mrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker WALLACE. Tel. Warren 56.
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS
St.. Thomaston Tel. 374.
T7tf _ ________ __________________ 7-9
A Bonded Service Representative
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades
IN Friendship Village, 8 room i will be In Rockland and vicinity
All Colors and Styles
House for sale, central hot water j Mon., Tues., Wed., Jan. 18, 19, 20
Free Installation and estimates heating. Barn and garage, nearly !
TELEPHONE 163-M
Fel. 998. UNITED HOME SUPPLY an acre of land. DR. RICHARD
Reginald H. Russell
□O-. 579 Main St.. City.
Itf WATERMAN_______
129tf |
7-8

EGGS & CHICKS

appeared on the abort program
were. Miss Ida Stevens, Mrs. Clara
Leach. Mire Mary Emma Kalloch.
Mrs. Alice Peabody and Mrs. Edith

TuHday-Thunday-Safurday

"What Dost Thou Here?" will be
the Sunday morning sermon topic
at the Congregational Church.
Time of services at the Baptist
Church Sunday will be at 10 a. m.
and at 7 p. m.

Take Your Choice
(Continued from Page Two)
-serve foods took a little over one
and one-half hours to prepare (in
cluding cleaning up the cooking
utensils and serving the meals.)
When partially-prepared foods were
used in preparing the same meals
lt took a little over three hours a
day. But home-prepared meals took
five and one-half hours a day.
In comparing costs, the ready-toserve meals for four cost $6.70 a
day, those partially-prepared were
$5.80 and the home-prepared meals
Coast Guardsmen and Rockland firemen worked on the low tide Friday afternoon to pump out the
sunken cruise schooner Maggie which went down at her moorings a week ago. The Coast Guard's utility
cost $4.90.
tug 64300 broke out ice In Lermond's Cove in the morning to permit work boats with pumping units to be
moved alongside the sunken craft. A 500 gallon per minute Chrysler portable pump from the fire department
and another from the Coast Guard base were used In the work of raising the Ice laden, 90 foot vessel. The
schooner is over 75 years old and has been used the past several years by Capt. Dayton Newton of Saugus.
County Agent's
Mas6., as a summer cruise schooner out of Rockland.
Photo bv Cnllei

Corner
Pleasant River Grange
By Florence Lawson
Installation of officers of Pleas
ant River Grange, No. 492, were
held on Wednesday evening, Jan.
6, with Past Master Winnie C. Ames
as installing officer assisted by
Sister Jennie Webster as marshal.
Sister Nellie Robinson as regalia
oearer. Sister Harriet Pendleton,
Emblem Bearer and Brother Brian
Burgess as pianist.
Officers installed were: Master,
Alice Whittington; Overseer. George
Wright; Lecturer, Bertha Dyer;
Steward. Curtis Webster: Assistant
Steward, Leroy Dyer.
Chaplain, Leola Smith; Trea
surer. Melville Smith; Secretary.
Florence Lawson; Gatekeeper, Her
bert Calderwood.
Ceres, Mary Wentworth, Pomona.
Ava Brown; Flora. Norma Lloyd;
Member of Executive Committee,
Wendell Smith.
The Master, on behalf of the
Grange, presented a past master’s
Jewel to Sister Nellie Robinson, the
retiring master and a gift to Sister
Winnie Ames as a token of appre
ciation of the efficient manner in
which she installed our officers.
A supper was served by Sisters
Mary Wentworth. Albra Whitting
ton and Norma Lloyd, and a social
hour follow’ed.
Fourteen guests
were present from North Haven
Grange.
The following members of Pleas
ant River Grange attended the in
stallation of officers of North
Haven Grange recently.
Curtis Webster. Leola Smith,
Wendell Smith, Bertha Dyer, Nellie
Robinson, Florence Lawson, Melville
Smith.
George Wright. Herbert Calder
wood. Ralph Calderwood, Muriel
Chilles and Winnie Ames.

one ir. the near future.
Brother Henry Hussey was ap
pointed janitor for a month, long
er if he wishes.
The game party for Saturday
night will be in charge of the fol
lowing committee, Margaret Hav
ener, Virginia Bragg and Frank
Jackson. Those helping are Ray
mond Jackson. Oscar Smith. K'tchen help are: Vena Gould. Ella
Bragg and Harriet Sproul. Other
helpers are Gloria Jackson. Betty
Elwell. Henry Hussey.
It was voted to have a game
party the 30th, the net proceeds to
go to the t»ilo fund. All are wel
come. There will be free refresh
ments.
Friday night will be the Juvenile
Installation. More about this next
week. See you in Grange next
meeting night.

All are cordially invited to hear
these messages and attend the
other services.
Or Tuesday evening Jan. 19. the
Willing Workers wtll meet with
Mrs. Lillian Davis at 7 for wx>rk
and fellowship. The midweek serv
ice of prayer and praise will be
held in the church vestry on Wed
nesday evening at 7 and the pas'
tor will be back to conduct this

service.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil usere in St. George, Ten
ant’s Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN & ELLIOT CO , Phone 5.
i Thomaston.
6-7

PROBATE NOTICES

ESTATE JOHN I EON A R.t) late
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in of South Thomaston, deceasct;
either of the estates hereinafter Petition asking that bond of Trus
tee be roduced to the sum of fivi
named:
At a Probate Oourt held at Rock hundred dol’ars, presented by Wil
land. ln and for the County of liam Leonard of Owl’s Head. Trus
Knox on the fifteenth day of De tee.
cember. in the year of our Lord
ESTATE M.ARY J. DAVIS, bt
one thousand nine hundred and I of Thomaston, deceased. Petitior
fifty-three, and by adjournment j fro License to sell certain real es
from day to day from the fifteenth tate situated in Thomaston an;
day of said December. The fol fully described in said petition
lowing matters having been pre presented by Doris Ranquist of
Seven Tree Grange
sented for the action thereupon South Thomaston, administratrix.
ESTATE JOHN E. DAVIS, lab
Seven Tree Grange, at regular hereinafter indicated it is hereby
ORDERED:
of Thomaston, deceased
Petition
meeting Wednesday evening, con
That notice thereof be given to for License to sell certain real es
ferred the Third and Fourth Degree all persons interested, by causing tate situated in Thomaston and
followed by a clam chowder, do a oopy of this order to be pub fully described in said petition
nuts and coffee lunch in dining lished three weeks successively In presented by George H Davis of
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper St. George, administrator.
room.
published at Rockland. In said
ESTATE
CARL
NELSON
A short program was given later County, that they may appear at
’.ate of Vinalhaven. deceased Sec
and one number featured a stunt a Probate Court to be held at said ond and Final account presented
on the nineteenth day for allowance by Joseph F Headwhich proved to be a gift from the Rockland
of January, A. D. 1954, at ten ley.
administrator.
grange of the chenille bedspread o’clock in the forenoon, and be
ESTATE EUGENIA L. HYLER
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood Ross, heard thereon If they see cause.
late of Rockport, deceased First
who thanked the grange and were
JOHN DAMON PEABODY, late and Final Account presented fo:
of New York. New York, deceased. 1 allowance by Theodore B LaFolhappily surprised.
Exemplified Copy of Will and j ley, executor
Codicil
and
Probate
there- '
ELIZA
LEON.ARD
of.
togehter with a petition 1 ESTATE
PORT CLYDE
of Rockland, deceased. First
for probate of foreign Will, I late
and
Final
Account
presented
for
At the Baptist Church Tuesday, asking that the copy of said
Jan. 19, there will be the showing will and codicil may be allowed, allowance by Christy C. Adams
administrator.
of the sound motion picture, "Good filed and recorded ln the Probate
ESTATE MAUD S. JOHNSON
Oourt
of
Knox
County.
News.” It portrays the student
late of Rockland, deceased. Firs’
CHARLES E. LAWRENCE, late and Final Account presented for
life at Mather School which offers
Negro youth a high school educa of Warren, deceased. WiU and allowance by Rupert L. Stratton
Petition for Probate thereof ask executor.
tion.
ing that the same may be proved
ESTATE HARRY T. SMALL
It is the story of a girl by the and allowed and that Letters Tes late of Rockland, deceased. First
tamentary
issue
to
Hattie
N.
Law

some of Willlie Mae Jackson* who
rence of Warren, she being the and Final Account presented for
thought she would have to leave executrix named therein, without allowance by Charles W. Living
ston, administrator.
school for lack of funds, and then bond.
ESTATE ALBERT HEATH, latf
the
"Good
News
”
came
In
answer
North Haven Grange
JOHN A. STEVENS, late of of Hope, deceased.
First and
On Wednesday evening, Jan. 6. to her her prayer and she was Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe Final Account presented for al
tition for Probate thereof asking
the following persons attended the able to stay ln school. It Is mis that the will may be proved and lowance by Martha A. Heath
executrix.
Installation of officers of Vinalha sionary, inspiring and challenging allowed and that Letters Testa
ESTATE ANNIE O COLLAEveryone
is
invited.
mentary
issue
to
Lena
E.
Stevens
ven Grange, at Vinalhaven, where
MORE, late of Rockport, deceased
of
Rockland,
she
being
the
execu

Mrs. Winnie Ames was the in
Church Notices
*
trix named therein, without bond. First and Final Account presente
for allowance by Vere O. Havener
stalling officer: Mr. and Mrs. Ber
The Sunday services of the Port
EDITH A. OVERLOOK, late of executor.
nard Mills, Alden Mills, Mr. and Clyde Advent Christian Church
Washington, deceased. WiU and
ESTATE ANNIE O. COLL AMrs. Daniel Pendleton, George will be held at the regular hours Petition for Probate thereof ask
MORE of Rockport. First and
Young, Evelyn Brown, Carol Bev on Sunday with morning worship ing that said will may be proved Final Account presented for al
erage, Jean Dyer, Joyce Staples at 10.30; Sunday School at 11.46; and allowed and that Letters lowance by Vere O. Havener,
Testamentary issue to Ralph W
James MacDonald. Edw. Beverage, Youth Service at 6.00 and evening Farris of Portland, he being the Guardian.
VIOLA K. DAGGETT, late of
Jr., Brian Burgess. Benjamin worship and evangelistic service aa executor named therein, with
South Glen Falls, New York, de
bond.
Brown.
7.00. In the absence of the pas
ceased Exemplified Copy of Wil’
EMMA MCNICOL LANE, late of and Probate thereof, together with
tor, C, W. Temple, Pastor E E.
Owl’s Head Grange
will and a Petition for Probate of Foreign
Pender of Friendship will be the Vinalhaven. deceased.
liy Elizabeth Walker
Petition for Probate thereof asking WiU. asking that the copy of said
At the last meeting of Owl’s guest speaker at 10.30 and at 7.00 that said will may be proved and will may be allowed, filed and re
Head Grange on Jan. 12 the First1 In Che morning he will use as a allowed and that Letters Testa corded in the Probate Court of
topic "The Stone Which the mentary Issue to George L. Burns. Knox County.
and 8econd Degrees were conferred
Builders Refused" and the evening Sr of Doilivers Neck. Gloucester.
ESTATE MAY COTTAM, late
on four candidates, Russell Stew
Mass., he being the executor of Thomaston, deoeased. Petition
subject "Traffic Lights in ’54." named therein, without bond.
art, Lucy Stewart, Paul Ross and :
for License to SeU certain rea’
GERTRUDE W. FEYLER. late .estate situated in Thomaston, and
Peter Ross.
of
Thomaston,
deceased
WiU
and
fuUy described in said petition
The lecturers march was won by I
Petition for Probate thereof ask presented by William D. Cottam,
Eugene Calderwood and the special
k ing that said will may be executor.
proved and allowed and that
prize was won by Bertha Thomp
ESTATE JOHN A. FROST of
Letters Testamentary Issue to Rockland.
son.
Fret and Fnal Ac
Ricliard W. Feyler of Thom count presented for allowance byThe following literary program
aston and Barbara W Wads Carl M. Stilphen, Conservator.
was presented by the Lecturer,
worth of Camden, they being the
ESTATE ALBERT E JONES
executors named therein, without
Carrie Nash: “Our Problem,” read
late of Washington, deceased. Sec
bond.
by Helen Coffey; “chuckles'’ by)
and Fnal Account presented
HARRIET S. FROST, late of ond
for allowance by Burtell R SideElisabeth Walker; “Only a Little
Rockland, deceased, will and Pe linger,
Trustee.
Thing” read by Una Bridges. “A
tition for Probate thereof asking
ESTATE CHARLES F. WINtliat said will may be proved and
recipe for preserved husbands” was
allowed and that Letters Testa CHENBACH. late of Thomaston,
read by Carrie Nash and the clos
Frst and Fnal Ac
mentary issue to William S fillsby deceased
ing thought was read by Irene
of Ellsworth, he being the execu count presented for allowance by
Josephine Burns, Executrix.
Decker.
tor named therein, with bond.
ESTATE NELLIE M. PAYSON
There will be an officers' rehear-;
NETTIE CROCKETT WOTTON
late of Rockland, deceased. Will late of Camden, deceased Sixth
sal on Monday Jan. 18. AU officers
and Petition for Probate thereof Account presented for allowance
should make every effort to attend.
asking that said will may be by Alexander R. Gillmor. Trustee
The Third and Fourth degrees
proved and allowed and that Let
ESTATE HARRY T. SMALL
ters Testamentary issue to Charles late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
wiU be worked at the meeting on
MORE
C. Wotton of Owl's Head, he be tion for Distribution presented
Jan. 26. It is hoped that the Cush
ing the executor named therein, oy Charles W. Livingston. Admin
Speed and Uniformity
ing degree team will be able to
istrator.
without bond.
work these degrees. The meeting
with
ESTATE FREDERICK L. BARK
ESTATE ALBERT HARRIMAN
will be preceded by a harvest sup
ER, late of Vinalhaven. deceased. late of Cushing, deceased Petition
Petition for Administration asking for Administration asking that
Modern Automatic
per.
that Joseph F. Headley of Vinal Irving Fales of Cushing, or some
Little
Giant
Press
Progressive fl range
haven. or some other suitable per other suitable person, be appointed
son, be appointed administrator, administrator, without bond.
By Margaret Havener
PRINTING OF
without bond.
ESTATE FANNIE BrCKMORE.
Progressive Grange held its reg
ESTATE EVA H MCDONALD, late of Thomaston, deceased Pe
SUPERIOR QUALITY
ular meeting last night with a good
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Pe tition for Administration asking
tition for Administration asking that William J. Vinal of Thom
attendance. It was decided to
lhat Joseph F. Headley of Vinal aston. or some other suitable per
The
Courier-Gazette
have refreshments every week, also
haven. or some other suitable per son. be appointed administrator,
to have an attendance contest be
son. be appointed administrator, without bond.
Job Dept.
tween the men and the women to
without bond.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR.
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Supl
run a month, the loser to put on
ESTATE WILLIAM E MAT- Esquire. Judge of Probate for
33-aw-tf
SON.
late
of
Warren,
deceased
Knox
County, Rockland, Maine.
a supper.
AttestPetition for Allowanoe presented
A minstrel show was also talked
by Margaret Matson of Warren,
WILLES R. VINAL, Register
about We are la hopes to have
l-fi-7
widow.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Church Notre

Morning worship service at 10-30
The pastor. Rev. M B. OUe, will
speak on the sermon-topic, "What
of the Residue?” The Church
Bible Schoo! will meet at 11.40. At
6 p. m. the Young People's Fe'lowship will meet.
At the evening service at 7 p. m.
a sound motion picture will be
shown. “Good News” is a picture
of the student life at Mather
School on Port Royal Island.
South Carolina. It Is a story of
Willie Mae Jackson, a girl that
went to Mather School. For lack
of funds it seemed that Miss
Jackson would have to leave
school, and then the “Good News"
ume in answer to her prayer. Ev
erybody is invited to come and see
this educational, inspiring, chal
lenging picture.
ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esro
Fuel Oil users in 6t. George, Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN & ELLIOT CO , Phone 5.
Thomaston.
6-7

The devil takes a lively interest
in human affairs—and we humans
| take a lively interest in devilish

For social Items tn The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City.
tl

Notices of Appointment
I. WILLIS R. VINAL, Register
of Probate for the County of Knox
in th'1 State of Maine, hereby cer
tify that in the following estates,
he persons were appointed admin
istrators. executors, guardians and
conservators and on the dates
hereinafter named
ERNEST L. BLAISDELL. late
of Rockland, deceased
Novem
ber 17. 1953 Albert P. Blaisdel! of
R'l'kland was appointed admlnlf* rat or and qualified by filing bond
on November 24. 1953.
HARRY A. FOGG of Appleton.
November 25. 1953 Maynard M
Brown of Appleton was appointed
Conservator and qualified by fil
ing bond on same date.
EFFIE M. HYSLER. late of
Warren, deceased. October 20,
1953 Donald Kenniston of Warren
vas appointed executor and quali
fied by filing bond on December 4.
1953
MABEL H THORNDIKE Of
Union. December 8, 1953 Corice T.
Leach of Rockland was appointed
guardian and qualified by filing
bond on same date.
ADELINE A. OPP. also known
as ADDIE A. OPP. of Thomaston,
December 7. 1953 Marlee Y. Miller
of Thomaston was appointed
Guardian and qualified by filing
bond on December 8, 1953.
ARTHUR H HUNTER., late of
Tenant's Harbor, deceased. Oc
tober 20. 1953 Berl F Fereon of
Wollaston, Mass., was appointed
administrator, d.b.n.c.t.a and qual
ified by filing bond on December
15, 1953
Jerome C. Burrows of
Rockland appointed Agent ln
Maine.
ALDEN P JOHNSTON, late of
Warren, deceased. December 15.
1953 Anne E. Johnston of Warren
was appointed executrix, without
bond.
MAY COTTAM, late of Thom
aston. deceased
December 15.
1953 William D. Cottam of Need
ham, Mass, was appointed execu
tor without bond.
Jerome C.
Burrows of Rockland was appoint
ed Agent in Maine.
ALBERT C. CROWLEY, late of
Owl’s Head, deceased. November
18. 1953 Carmen C. Churchill of
Auburn was appointed adminis
tratrix and qualified by filing bond
on December 15. 1953
EDWARD A. LEIGHER. late of
Washington, deceased December
15. 1953 Howard E. Leigher of
Washington was appointed execu
tor. without bond
CHARLES F OR1MEB. late of
Vinalhaven. deceased
December
11, 1953 Edith J. Grimes of Vinal
haven and Charles T. Smalley of
Rockland were appointed execu
tors and qualified by filing bond
on December 15. 1953.
ORA M HUSH. Ute of Rock
land. deceased.
December 15.
1953 Doris R Ames of Rockland
was appointed
executrix
and
qualified by filing bond on De
cember 18. 1953.
WALTER S. TRIPP, Ute of
Rockland.
deceased
December
15. 1953 Lottie W. Tripp of Rock
land was appointed executrix,
without bond.
FRANK W. HOPKINS. Ute Of
Vinalhaven, deceased. December
15, 1953 Ethel W. Hopkins of Vinal
haven was appointed executrix,
without bond.
AljFRED HELLER. Ute of Owl’s
Head, deceased
December 15.
1953 Sally A. Heller of Owl's Head
and Norman R. Hodgson of
Bloomfield. New Jersey, were ap
pointed executors and qualified by
filing bond on December 17. 1963
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland
appointed Agent in Maine for
Norman R. Hodgson.
JENNTE L. SPEED, Ute of
Rockland,

deceased.

December

15. 1953 Stuart C. Burgess of
Rockland was appointed adminis
trator and qualified by filing bond
on same date
ERNEST E. KNIGHT. Ute of
Rockland, deceased. December 15.
1953 Maria E. Knight of Rockland
was appointed executrix, without
bond.
CHARLES LOVEJOY of Union.
December 22. 1953 Edwards A
Matthews of Union was appointed
Conservator and qualified by filing
bond on same date
BERTHA CIRNE. Ute Of Fteixtahtp
deceased. December 23. 1953 Al
fred H. Ome of Friendship was
appointed administrator and qual
ified by filing bond on December
28. 1953.
Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
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ARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
>ple Queen To

Chosen At

Monticello Girl

BETTER VEGETABLE VARIETIES MAY

Named Assistant

MEAN MORE FOR LESS TO FARMERS
AND GARDENERS WHO USE THEM

ewiston Show

By Dairy Council

Selection of a 1954 Maine Apple
ueen will be a highlight of the
huaI Maine Agricultural Trades
ow being held in Lewiston, Jan.
through 21.

Miss Janet C. McCluskey of
Monticello has been named Assistant director of the Dairy Council
-• —
•
••
ot
Maine,
it was anounced...
today.
•Council Director Olga M. Lemke
revealed that Miss McCluskey will
oharge o{ educational health
programs to be carried out in northem and eastern Maine. Her headquarters will be located in Bangor,
The Dairy Council of Maine, an
affiliate of the National Dairy
Council, is an educational orgamzation representing the state’s
dairy industry In the promotion
of national health through increased knowledge of milk and
milk products.
Miss McCluskey, a native of Houlton. is a graduate of Ricker Classical Institute in Houlton and Nasson College in Springvale, where she
majored in education and foods and
nutrition. She is a member of the
American Home Economics Associ
ation
In her new capacity Miss Mccluskey will work closely with Parent-Teachers Associations, school
groups, members of the dental and
medical professions and civic groups
in her health education projects.

In a colorful coronation ceretiy at the sta'e’s outstanding
OTiculturai exhibition 12 attracK Apple Princesses will seek the
pie Queen honors. They were sected from several hundred contesmts conducted by the Maine
ate Orange throughout the State,
The Apple Queen coronation will
• staged at 4 p. ui. on Jan. 20 with
late Agriculture Commissioner
red J. Nqtter carrying out the
■owning honors. Members of the
aine Apple Committee will form
le judging papel.
Quecn contestants include Mary
. Douglas. Upton; Jessie L. Littleeld. Kennebunk; Diane Phinney,
orth Jay; Yvonne Dussault. PortPhyllis Hilton. Solon; Audrey
owlen, East Holden; Shirley
lg. West Peru; Nancy Harris,
troit Arlene French. North Belade; Betty Witham, Damariscotta
Beverly Huntress. Kezar
ills and LaVerna Gibbs of Turner
Selection of Maine's new Apple
ueen officially opens the annual
dne Apples On Parade campaign
which more than 1.009 grocers
ughout the state feature naft fruit, fresh from storage, as
ie ‘‘Fruit Buy” of the season.

The training class and demon
strations on the raising of Christ
ina: treee. which was cancelled last
week due to the storm, will be h°ld
the coming' week, according to
County Agent Gil Jaeger,
The first class will be held at
Beech Farm on US 1. midway b.bf, wren Warren and Thomaston
at 930 a. m. Wednesday. The
second will be the same day at
1.30 p. m at Ned Cutting’s home
. T ie Conifers. on US 1 in
Rc kport. Signs will be posted at
both enhances
The claws will be in manage
ment of Christmas tree lots, prun
ing. thinning, ar.d other practices
required to turn out a good market
tree.
Extension Service and state for
esters will be present at both meet
ings and will work with Ned Cut
ting who l« a grower and shipper
of Christmas trees with several
years' experience
Everyone is welcome to attend
tiie demonstrations

tion. They're palatable, frequent
ly improving the appetite for other
kinds of feeds.
Their high
moisture, content—79 per cen'
—is important to animals not hav
ing access to running water or
silage and to dairy cows in milk
production.
Information on how many pota
toes may be fed daily, how they
should bo fed. how potato silage
i.s maae. and on other subjects Is
also covered in Circular 282

249 75

a

For 18" Model

F. O. 8 Philo., Po

AMERICA’S GREATEST
CHAIN SAW VALUE!
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY* Stop shopping around

of this

once-in-a-lifetime offer.

Take

The

famous Disston DO-101—with powerful Mercury gasoline
engine—is now available al the lowest price ever. All sizes
have been reduced $50.00. Dollar for dollar it's the

law for

motl

the money, the quality saw at a bargain price.

Come in now for a demonstration. Whatever your wood
cutting

problems... whether

you

pulpwood cutter or want a saw

are a logger,

farmer,

for firewood . . . you

want a Disston because: —

-IT'S DEPENDABLE
-HAS “PLUS” POWER
-LOWER MAINTENANCE
—IS EASY TO OPERATE

...AND COSTS LESS MONEY

Asif For

a demonstration from

C. M. BURGESS and SON
UNION, MAINE

I-iK, *

OF AGRICULTURE PROGRAM

I

4

■

Demonstrations
On Wednesday

NEW LOWEST PRICES
IN HISTORY START AT

advontage quickly

OF SMALL FARMERS TO
gg STUDIED IN NEW DEPARTMENT

Is This Your Farm Or Your Neighbor’s Place?

Chr’stnws Tree

i
j

Maine potatoes are a very sa lsctory feed for live-took aicd
aals relish them, pointed pul
day Ralph A Corbett Ex’cr.,. ■
srvicc dairyman of the University
Maine.
Corbett has just reltascd a :. w
ttension Service Circuit-. 282.
eding Potatoes to Livestock"
aine farmers may obtain copies
this 'brief folder from county
ends at County Extension Servoffices or by writing to the
illet.in. Office. Agri'ultura! Ex
»n Service, University ol Maim,
rono.
With the current large supple Maine potatoes livestock r.i ., may find they fit well into the :
Bug programs. Corbett ai d the
lunty agents are holding a numof meetings where feeding of
itateas to livestock is stressed.
(Corbett explains that it takes
out 400 to 500 pounds of potatoes
supply as much feed value as
ere is in 100 pounds of grain,
though potatoes have less feed
due than good corn silage, they
a good substitute.
atoes have other values for
stock. They aic laxative in na■e. and when fed to cows not
vlng access to silage, bee! au'.p.
molasses, they're good for dlges-

| i
! PROBLEMS
'

.ri*

aine Potatoes
lake a Good
ivestock Feed

Improved vegetable varieties are
Por tomatoes. Bessey says, the
as important to gardeners as kn home gardener (and the commerproved field crops are to tanners. ciai sro'"er) TCUld no: go wrong
wiih hvclicks.
accordinj t0 P3ul M Be&sey.
"Several of them,"
Qi'jtnn.t In horticulture for
“have often exceeded
Maine
Agricultural Experiment standard varieties by more than
Station.
20 per cent."
There arp better varieties than
Son.c of these are Early Gian;
those commonly grown in t.
Hybrid, V?. cioss. Eastern 8ta.es
home garden. Bessey says, and FI,
far.it Hybrids S. £E and
C
gardeners should t kc aiiai. ..
he r.ai.' cd varieties, Bes£
S. kesia.c. Long Red and
them.
l.EW U.-bali, a> .Ops.
Bessey, who keeps tab on
:•
far and mii-s. ason sweet
productivenessand quality of ». • r/t. .s in the ts.s, acccrdtables through variety tria's whirii
he conduct: each year ;;i s vt. ‘1
B
y. hav been GoU»n
parts c-f thc S ate .. / rem? f . .
IL. .vn fcr atic.g qualtop varieties i.i an irticlr ii he
wb .. C ,rii’.e-cro-•. Early GolJanuaiy issue of .la
F; . m R - der Golc . Jewel. N w EailUcld,
search, the research « / . e ci
; i 1 ■... t td Ncr'h 8 ar have
to!■ tauilng second-early and
tn Experiment S a ion.

yielders. He says that In Aroormid-season hybrids.
“An Interesting home garden took County outstanding hybrid
novelty,” according to Betsey, "is bubs have been obtained from
Masons Goicen Midget." It is June-p.ar.tea seed.
early but the ears are small.
W.itermeicns adapted to Maine's
Contender and Top Crop lead in short, cool summer and which are
tire green bush and snap beau fairly easy to grow are Honey
trials., Bessey says. These two ; C,earn. New Hampshire, Midget,
and Wade are excellent for thr ; Rhode Island and Northland Hy
home garden. Kentucky Wonder i brid.
is a popular and satisfactory j Bessey is least enthusiastic about
ci.m'oiiig variety.
t
muskmelcns in the S.ate va
For peas, Bessey says the Ear.y riety trials. Acceptable" in flavor
Freer.on.an and Late Alderman or and texture are the second-early
T lepiwne have yielded best, and ; meloi . he writes in the farm re
both are ccod freezers.
search magazine.
These are
Although it it suscepl b’.e to C'i- Granite State ar-d Emerald Gem.
cumber scab in wet yeai
Lee- • Special prac.ices can moke it poesey lists the WSR No. 6 as te ten s.ble wi h favorable wrafher concucum.ier in the "pickle p ch. j d onr lo grew the later, but tasi.'e rep r . that, the Experin.c.. t. . Ircquois. Delicious, and GoiStation is continuing work or, pro- I .'1?
. ’. Delight varieties.
ducing a top quality cucumber
Bessey indicate: that it is d
which '• reslstan- to stab.
cul tc grow a tep quality muskIn onions, it’s hybrids. to," the ii! n. und r Mr ce cendi tons. bu;
bcfllciil ’ . .
wr es.
Autumn that ‘t doesn't hurt to try—con
Star and Y-41 (hybrids) and (Brig years ii might work and it wou"
ham Yellow Gove have beer, op c. worth the effort.

fEl. 4M

- '■

■(

it. risiMAl
Above is number U in i series of aer’a’ pFo'os of Knox County
Farms presented as a sne 4-ii feature b
The Courier-Gazette. The
owner, upon identification of bis pla-c at the office of Tie CourierGazette, will be presented an II x H picture, free of cost.
The farm pictured ’as‘ week was that of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
I). Post on the Western Road between Warren ai.d Union.

. »iotu uj uur<
M:. Post drew considerable attention to his farm last June when
a ruAv, cinder block ’xjrltev house was dedicated with a prayer
meethig:.
It was the 4'irst such insLan e in local historv.
Ik has IS head of Guernsevs on the 165 acre farm, and keeps
. 7011 Black Cross layers, and has 850 more birds on order.
He and Mrs. Post have operated the farm for the past 36 years.

FOOD EXPERTS PREDICT SAME FOOD

COSTS AS IN '53; EXTENSION

WOMEN TO PUBLISH RECIPES

By Ezra Taft Benson
i commercial channels.
Secretary of Agriculture
| Sizeable quantities of wheat, cotThe farm program submitted to ton» vegetable oils and, possibly.
Congress this week by President
products would * "fr0“n”
under this plan and thus reduce the
Elsenhower requires only a mini,
,
. , . ..
7
annual carry-over for at least the
mum amount of new legislation and ft-st year to near normal. These
is designed to maintain agricultur- items could at no time be disposed
al income at high levels.
of in such manner as to interfere
This plan, product of the most with regular domestic and foreign
comprehensive study of the Ameri-1 trade operations.
can farm problem in all history,
The existing authority for suj>emcodies these major recommenda- port and purchase programs on
tions:
such commodities as oats, barley,
1. That the bipartisan Farm Acts grain sorghums, soybeans, flax,
of 1£>48 and 1949 become effective meats, poultry and eggs, dairy pro
as now scheduled with the 1955 ducts and fresh fruits and vegecrcps.
tables would be virtually unchanged
2. That not to exceed $2.5 billion under the proposed plan. Potatoes
worth of surpluses acquired by the would become eligible for aid on the
Government under the present pro- same basis as other vegetable crops
gram be withdrawn from the marPrice supports on five of tlie baket and placed in a special reserve sic commodities—wheat, corn, cotstockpile.
ton, ipeanuts, and rice—would range
3. That Commodity Credit Cor- between 75 and 90 per cent of parporation’s borrowing authority be ity, depending on the supply from
increased by $1.75 billion—frm $6.75 year to year. It was recommended
billion to $85 billion—to permit by the President that the moderncontinuation of price support oper- lzed parity formula, now scheduled
ations on basic commodities at 90 to become effective Jan. 1, 1956.
percent of parity through 1954, as be applied to four of these crops at
existing legislation requires.
that time. It is already effective on
In urging that flexible price sup- rice, tobacco, and non-basic com
ports become operative on basic modifies.
commodities in 1955, the President
This modernized parity is based
emphasized the need for balancing upon the price relationships of the
production of various crops with various commodities to one another
changing demands. Price supports, over the past 10 years. It brings the
ranging between 75 and 90 per cent old 1909-14 formula up to date,
of parity, would vary from year to
The President further recomyear in accordance with the actions mended that legislative action be
of farmers themselves in gearing taken to prevent a decline of more
production to annual requirements, than five per cent in any one year,
Although this program was en- as a result of the transition from
acted by overwhelming majorities the old to the modernized parity on
of both parties in Congress, its ef- various commodities.
fective date was postponed by conFor tobacco, the present program
tinuation of mandatory price sup- would be continued with price sup
ports on basic commodities at 90 ports at 90 per cent of parity wihen
per cent of parity through 1954. In marketing quotas are in effect,
developing the new farm program.
Continuation of the sugar proit was recognized that it would have gram in Its present form is recomlittle chance of success if it had to mended.
carry nhe initial handicap of a 36
Honey and tung nuts would be
billion stockpile accummulated un- dropped from the list of lommodider prior operations. The depressing ties on which price supports are
effect of these surpluses upon free mandatory Future supports would
market prices has been in evidence be at the discretion of the Secrefor two years.
tary of Agriculture, as is now the
The parity ratio— the yardstick case with most other non-basic
which measures the relationship be- commodities.
tween prices received by the farmA completely new program is proer and tihose which he pays for posed for wool. Direct payments
goods and services—had tumbled would be made to producers to make
from 113 at the peak of the Korean up the difference between the avWar in 1951 to 94 when the new ad- erage price of woo! during thc marministration took office in January keting season and 90 per cent of
of 1953. Today it is 91. although it parity.
has averaged about S3 during the
The special problems of the opyear.
erators of millions of small farms.
To facilitate the transition to the most of which receive little or no
new program and. at the same time, direct benefits from price support
strengthen agricultural commodity programs, are to be made the sub| prices in the market place, the ject of a broad study recommended
President has recommended that in the President's message,
up to $2.5 billion worth of GovernAt tlie same time, plans are outment-owned surplus farm goods be linetjpfor higin level trade missions
placed in a special reserve to be and for a world conference on Interused for war emergencies, famine national trade problems with a
relief, foreign aid. school lunch pro- view to ex]ianding our exchange ot
grams, charitable undertakings, and agricultural goods with other nadisposal through newly developed tions.

Dear Homemaker:
Dr Gi i rude WeLs research home
Tne family budget deserves early economist of the U S Departure
attention after the bells have rui c. of Agriculture. The overall pic
the new year in and holiday fes ture for family' living costs in '54
tivities aie over. Laying out a is much like that of '53. Dr Weiss
plan for six'iiding at the bogln- sat i Spending power should con
By Henry Teague
mu icle drug
Twenty-four hours
11 ., lf the veni is likely to help tinue to be fairly high because
We read of wondi rous thiii ■ - hap saw a great improvement and 48 any family provide for good living employment and wage rates arc
pening In the poultry nidus! ry, saw them well out of It. By that without too ir.uc'n pull on purse expected to continue fairly high.
time, the rooster death rate was
But living costs also will stay up
great advances In nutrition, ad increasing, but I cut that off almost strings
Some trends for family budgetvances in the fight against disease, at
Consumer demand for food prob- daily shopping that is much more pepper to taste.
the start.
ers *o consider are suggested by abli will continue high and thus time-consuming. This way she
record weights and egg production.
Cook onion, green ;xpper and
I had no nmore real trouble with
Most of these reports are some
— —--------------- —
■ ------- the cost of feeding the famt’y can shop when she knows the pro celery in fat slowly, add hamburg
the
flock,
bu
the
results
showed
times wholly and semetimes partly
drinking water. When you see deli- should average about the fame as duce is fresh, too. She can a’so and brow-n. Add rest of ingredi
true. In this country, someone i.s Up at scllin: time. The pullets nite signs of cocci, or your service in the old year. Some consumer plan on using foods in more than ents. This can be cooked in cas
always jumping thc gun and often went 2.66 at 10'_- weeks and the man teUs you that that's your i goods are expected to be slightly one meal In appetizing ways.
serole in the oven or on top of the
times the first rei>orts arc coi si.! cockerel.' six at 16 My losses were trouble, don't wait even overnight less costly next year. Pi ices of
A second consideration is to buy stove in a covered frying pan or
extremely
small.
During
one
period
erably watered down by the time
get the high let el drug into your clothing, heme furnishings, build
with more care With a shopping kettle, tf if is too dry tomato soup
of five weeks I lost tliree and after feeders or waterers as quickly as
sufficient tests have been made tc
ing materials and household ap list, the homemaker can whiz or tomatoes can be added .
the
pullets
gent
only
five
cockerels
really prove the points involved
possible.. It will put a good many pliances and equipment have been
Sincerely.
through her shopping and not give
Thc result is that the average died in five and one-half weeks.
dollars in your pocket
drifting slowly downward for thc into the impulse buying that helps
Winifred Ramsdell.
Bronchitis
at
day-old
looked
good
poultryman docs not ki.ow just
Ray Delano, service supervisor past two years.
Home Demonstration Agent.
boost
the
family
food
bill.
She
to me. so I sorayed 5,400 in the for Wirthmore. called me Wednes- I
what to believe.
In contrast, the coet of operat should buy the protective foods
Let's take bronchitis as an ex boxes on Dec. 4. 1953. The disease (jav morning with the request that ing an automobile has swung up
first—dairy products, meats, fresh Take Your Choice,
ample There were reports tha* struck at 16 days, but this time I j ten vou folks; who have not heard in the past year and is likely to
frui"s and vegetables—tlyen tlie
the modified form o fvirous was the was ready w ith the SQ I used ttiat Clayton How ard of Thomas continue ud.
other foods can come after this. Save Time Or
2-3-2
when
they
were
three
days
ton, Wirthmore serviceman for this
answer and of course many of i r
In '54, city rents are expected Check the use of foods before you
jumped to the conclusion that w? out and kept deaths down to about area, is* now recovering from
to rise as are many types of serv buy . . . certain lower grades of Money On Meals
30
birds
I
now
think
that
next
senous
niness.
were to have thc same control over
ices—'public transTiortation, laun canned goods. For instance, are
Clayton was taken to thc Eastern
bronchitis that we have over New time I will dose the flock thc first
"Maine homemakers can take
dry and cleaning, medical care, better for including in stews and
castle I used the modified virus day they sneeze. That way, I hope Maine General Hospital at Bangor !
' their choice," says Dr Kathryn E.
nursing,
domestic
help,
and
some
casseroles,
insiead
of
tlie
top
on one flock ol chicks and had no that 1 can get by with one shot of nearly three weeks ago with polio,
Briwa. Extension Service foods speutility rates. Thus, families that grades which cost more.
kick coming. However my chicks 3Q and keep the death rate near and came home last Sunday. He is
I cialist of the University of Maine,
depend
heavily
on
these
services
Tliirdiy. the homemaker needs
had a respiratory kickback, so 1 zero We will see. If I can get making a successful recovery with
may have more probem. than last to be careful with tlie storing of i "Either they can save time by using
did not feel very far ahead As far by witli $5.00 for vaccine and $5.00 no permanent effects, but it will be
ready-to-serve or partially-prepared
year in balancing their budgets.
the foods when she gets home...__ ,
..
__
____
as the actual bronchitis was con for SQ. I will call that a bargain i sometime before he is able to re
, ,
I foods or tliev can save money by
Stretching
the
food
dollar
is
an
| sume his work.
Store the food immediately in the
cerned the attack was extremely fer bronchitis protection.
giving their families home-prepared
I neglected to say that on my
Mr Delano said that he plans to important consideration at any place w here it belongs. Meats, foods.”
light.
time
of
the
year,
but
food
shop

dairy foods frozen foods, some [
For the last two flocks of birds replacement pullets, which were In spend the coming week in this sec
Studies of the Bureau of Human
I have used the regular bronchitis cluded in the flotk on which I used tion attending to service calls. He pers are more likely to evaluate fruits and tender vegetables re- i Nutrition and Home Economics,
their dollar-stretching ability now. quire refrigeration. Staples and '
•he
modified,
I
had
no
cocci
kicktold
me
that
he
called
because
this
virus put out by the pathologiia!
United States Department of Agri
laboratory at Orono. Due io the back while on the same floor the column is widely read, a pleasant with New Year's resolutions fresh hardy vegetables (potatoes, onions. culture. sliow that it costs about
etc.) need cool, dry storage.
fact that I did not order s on Ahite broilers showed definite surprise to me and may I express in their minds.
one-third more to use ready-toThere are three things to be
enough, I gave the first flock a signs I sprayed the regular vac- the hope that most of you folks do
Here is the first In a series of serve meals. So it's a matter for
done
before
the
food
ever
is
cooked
ne on nv. pullets as a precaution not feel that you are wasting your
treatment at two days of age 1
recipes submitted by food leaders . each Malnf homemaker to dcclde
that will help make the food dol of the Extension groups. This has Qn
sprayed 6.000 under the brooders at 16 weeks and got a very mild time.
q( vhether
Now that the monthly publica lar go further.
using one bottle. I had two bottles reaction.
been a popular dish In the Warren (
the morf valuable
First consideration is to plan Extension group.
I was talking with a well-known tion of the Poultry Association has
one for each floor, but my right
|
Brl„
arm was so tired from spraying one serviceman this week and he ex been discontinued. I would like to ahead. . . ulan menus well enough
Margaret Oxton's Recipe for
The home-prepared meals rated
bottle, that I decided to see what pressed the opinion that bronchitis extend’ an invitation to the mem- I *n advance so the nutritive qualiMexican Rice
, the highest in acceptance by the
would happen.
Eighteen day? never killed many birds alone. He , bers to use the farm page of The ties of the food can be considered
One lb hamburg, 3 t.bsp. fat, 2 , family, ol course. Sometimes, howlater, sneezing was in high c»ar ;aid that cocci was generally the Courier-Gazette for their news. Wc B\ doing this, the homemaker
think it would be of mutual benefit. can be sure that every member of nted. onions. 1 large green pep- j ever, speed of preparation is of vi
i and everything looked rosy. Three killing agent.
The SQ drug is fed by most
When I moved a flock of old hens the family will receive all the vita per, 2 or 3 stalks of celery a^d ; tai importance to homemakers who
; days later, my pullets on the lower
I floor looked as though air sac had poultrymen at the 0175 level which out of a small house about three mins, minerals, and calories that leaves. '« cup uncooked rice, 2 work outside the home or have chilstruck. What a lousy looking bunch is supposed to keep cocci down but week* ago, a family of rats moved he or die needs to keep them in cups cooked tomatoes, salt and dren and many household chores.
----In the study, meals were prepared
of birds, and the death rati wat not out. The idea is to build up in. Earl Griffin, who helps me i good health. By doing it for a
going up by leaps and bounds. On gradual immunity. Whenever birds some, moved a feeder and saw the : week or longer, too. the home- Central Maine Livestock Auction for a family of four, including a
teen-age boy and girl. The ready-to
the second floor, all cockerels go off feed, this lowers the drug rats He quickly brought Mitzl, our | maker can look at the over-all baiEVERY MONDAY. 2 P. M.
(Continued on Page Pour)
everything was fine, the litter was intake level and cocci infection is 12 year old miniature schnauzer.' »nce of her menus, checking flaRANDOLPH. ME.
much drier. Three days later, my apt to rise. If you are on the ball, to the scene and before the smoke i vor variety and contrast, too.
For trucking rail Earl Titus,
Rockland 406-M
1 serviceman took a look and said a dose ot high level SQ .01 con cleared away. 17 rats were no more. ( Fewer shopping trips are another
More Farm News
get some sulfaquinoxiline into centration. will generally do the Earl said that he had to help Mitzi' result of forward planning. One ' S. C. ENGLISH - Belfast. Me.
Auctioneer A Sales Mgr.
them at high level just as quick as trick. If you are a little slow, ft #n one giant, but otherwise she was: or two trips a week can take care j
ISft-S-tt
On Page Four
of the family's needs, instoad of (
you can. That did It, the good old will pay to put the drug In the on her own. What a dog!
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The annual parish meeting of Those elected to office for this year
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
St. John’s Episcopal Church trill were: President. Mildred Young;
be held in the perish hall Tuesday. vice president, Joyce Ludwig; sec ’ Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
Jan. IB. This meeting will be pre retary Elaine Ray; Treasurer, service: Parish Communion and
ceded by a 8.30 supper for members j Helen McLain; councilors, Mrs. ’ sermon at 9.30. Weekday services,
only. Members are requested to ! John Fitzpatrick and Mrs. Marian Tuesday, Mass at 730; Wednesday,
Mass at 6 a. m ; Thursday and
bring their own dishes. The com 1 Sanborn.
mittee in charge will be Mrs.
There will be a PT A. meeting ! q'riday. Mass at 730.
• • • •
Emma Young and Mrs. Bertha at the Lura Libby School on
St.
Bernard
’
s
Church, Park Street,
Spear
Thursday, Jan. 21. It is expected
Sunday Masses—8.00
There will be a band parents there will be a guest speaker or a Rockland.
i and 11.00 A. M. Week day Mass—
meeting at the home of Mrs. Wil film on the fluoridation of the
liam C. Brooks on Dunn street at water system and its reaction on : 6 45 A. M. Confessions—Saturdaythe teeth. A silent auction is 130 and 7.00 P. M.
7.30, Wednesday, Jan. 20.
Our Lady of Good Hope Church
A special semi-public instal’ation planned with Mrs. Walter Strong.
of Orient Lodge, Nc. 15. A.F.&A M. Mrs. Clayton Howard. Mrs. For : 'amden. Sunday Mass—930 A. M.
will be held Tuesday, Jan. 19 at est Stone and Mrs. Douglas Brooks : St. James the Apostle Church,
Sunday Mass—9.00
7.30 at the Masonic Temple. Re in charge. Those expecting to at i Thomaston.
tend are requested to bring an in A. M.
freshments will be served.
Please note the change in the
Mrs. Jack Vail and infant expensive. unwrapped gift. The
daughter. Roxanna Marie have re welcoming committee will be Mrs. hours from those in the summer
turned home from the Portland Albert Harjula and Mrs. Ralph schedule.
« a a a
Carroll.
Refreshments will be
Maine General Hospital.
The
Pratt
Memorial Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Emery and served by Mrs. Howard Stackpole,
daughter Barbara of Fairfield Mrs. Aaron Clark and Mrs. Lenora Church. Merle A. Conant, minis
ter, will hold its worship service
were recent callers at the home of Davis.
at 10.30. Rev. Merle Conant will
Mr. and Mrs. James Jeffery.
Mother and Daughter Banquet
preach on the theme "Rest For the
Mrs. Douglas Brooks will open
The Joy World Wide Guild Girls Heavy Laden.” Mrs. Austin Davis
her home for a silver tea to bene
held a Mother and' Daughter ban will play as an organ program:
fit the heart fund, on 'Wednesday
quet at the Baptist Church Wed “Andsinte in Ab" by Beethoven,
Fk?b. 10. Mrs. Stanley Foster and
nesday evening. There were 35 “How Lovely Are the Messengers"
Mrs. James Jeffery are co-chair
present, dining by candlelight. The by Mendelssohn, and "Temple
men.
tables were tastefully decorated in March” by Kern. The choir wil!
The Pythian Sisters catered to
the Guild colors of blue, gold and present the anthem “Te Deum” by
a 6 o'clock lobster stew supper for
white. The Explorer Scouts served Pepper and Mr. Pavone will sing
the Union of Cement Plant Work
and are to be commended on their
ers at th? K. P. hall, Thursday | efficiency. Those assisting were "The Voice Crying in the Wilder
ness" by Scott.
The Church
night.
I Bertil Abrahamsen, Ronald Jame- School will meet at 11 o’clock in
The Beta Alpha will meet at
i son, Robert Clark, Arnold Stone the vestry, and the upper grades
the Baptist Church vestry Monday
Dana Putnam and John Elliot.
ir. the sanctuary at 11.30. All are
evening at 7.30. Refreshments will
The following program was pre invited fo join one of the classes
be in charge of Mrs. Minnie New
sented after the banquet with Miss and thus help in the work of the
bert. Miss Edna Hilt. Miss Nellie
Joyce Ludwig as mistress of cere Church
School.
The
Youth
Tibbetts and- Mrs. Doris Jeffrey.
monies. Introduction of the Guild Fellowship will meet in the ves
The Friendly Circle Wffl meet
officers and leaders. Piano solo by try at 5 o’clock. Tne program is a
with Miss Helen Studley on Hyier
Miss Mildred Young; reading by social period', devotions, business,
street Tuesday evening at 730.
Miss Sandra Putnam; Scripture and the laying out of a program
Mrs. Robert Stone will act as co
Reading by Miss Ruth Ludwig: for the next four meetings.
hostess.
piano solo by Miss Mildred Yong;
The weekly activities are: Gir’
Tlie annual congregational meet
vocal solo by Miss Ruth Barlow, and Boy Scouts will meet on Mon
ing of the Holy Trinity Lutheran
accompanied by Rev. Fitzpatrick day at 3.30 and 7 o’clock respec
Church met Thursday evening.
Message "Jesus and His Miuistry to tively. The prayer meeting will
Three members were voted to the
Womanhood, by Rev. James Dagino be on Tuesday night at 7.30. You
Church Council for a three-Veir
of the Littlefield Memorial Church i will enjoy a service of song, prayer,
term.
Vice Chairman Alfred
of Rockland. Benediction by Rev. ' Bible, and discussion of the teachErickson, Arne Johnson of Warren,
John Fitzpatrick.
: ings of Jesus. The Woman's Soand Wilho Salmi of Tenant’s
i ciety will meet on Wednesday
Church Notices
Harbor. Rev. Viljo Heiman of
I night at 730 in the vestry with
Worcester, Mass., president of the
Mass will b? celebrated at St.
Eastern Conference of the Finnish James Catholic Church Sunday I Lorita Bicknell, chairman of the
program. The Kola K’.ub will
Ev. Lutheran Churches was guest at 9 a. m.
1 meet on Thursday night at 630 in
speaker.
Services at St. John's Episcopal
| the vestry for a supper. The comTne Wed-Co Club of the Baptist Church Sunday morning at 8. fol
Church will present the “Arrival lowed by Sunday School at 10 . mittee for the program will be
Joyce Clark, Anne Leach, Louise
Of Kitty,” a 3-act comedy, at o’clock.
and Robert Gregory. An evening
Watts Hal! on Jan. 26 at 8 p. m.
Services at the Assembly of
Tickets are available from all God's ClWrch (Pentecostal) on of games is being planned. Tie
members of the club. Members Sunday at 2.30 p. m. and 7 p. m. choir will rehearse on Fri
of the cast and their role will be: Sunday Schoo! at 1.30 p. m. Wed day night at 7 o’clock. Dante
Mrs. Ruth Chase, Kitty; Donald nesday evening services at 7 I Pavone will direct. The Fourth
Quarterly Conference. to be he’d
Chase, Mr. Winkiet Mrs. Hilda o'clock. Walter Keller, pastor.
at the church on Jan. 27. will be
Silver, Aunt Jane; Linwood Silver.
English services at the Holy
Benjamin Moore; Mrs. Madeline Trinity Lutheran Church at 10 preceded by a family night supper.
Jackson, Suzette; Ralph Jackson a. m. Sunday School at 9.30 with The regular family night supper
Bob: Walter Chapman, Ting; Mrs. choir practice. Finnish services for Februaiy has been moved
Betty Townsend, Jane; and John at 7.30 p. m. Adult Membership ahead one week in order to give
Fitzpatrick, Sam. The proceeds Class at 7 p. m. on Monday. Wed Rev. Alfred Hempstead, new Dis
from the play will be added to the nesday, Ladfies' Guild meets at trict Superintendent, a warm re
ception. Ths is his first visit to
Wed-Co paint fund.
730. Friday, Bible study in Eng
us in the capacity of his new office,
The Adult Membership Class of lish.
and all the members of the parish
the Lutheran Church will meet
Sunday School at 9 45 a. m. at
will want to greet him. The sup
Monday, Jan. 18 at 7.30 p. m.
the Federated Church with Albert
There will be a combined meet Harjula as superintendent. Church per will be foliowed by the session
ing of the Ladies’ and Mission service of worship at 11 a. m.. with of the Fourth Quarterly Confer
Circles at the Baptist Church sermon by Rev. George H. Gledhlll ence. our annual meeting in the
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock on “Healed by Faith.” Church Methodist Church. Reports will
be received from all organizations
A 6 o'clock supper will follow.
music; Anthem by the choir. "O
The Extension Association will God, the Rock Of Ages" by Nor as the work of the year is reviewed.
meet Wednesday. Jan. 20 at the man. Solo by William T. Smith. All members of the parish arc
Federated Church for an all-day Jr., “Ballad Of the Trees and Th“ urged to attend.
* * * »
meeting starting at 10.30 a. m. The Masher," by George Chadwick.
Tne South Thomaston Methodist
subject will be ‘Meals for Many" Small children will be cared for
Church will hold its Sunday eve
with the foods leader. Mrs. Mary during the service of worship by
ning worship service at 7 o’clock.
Harjula in charge. The dinner Mrs. Michael Quinn.
Finance Rev. Merle Conant will Dreach on
committee wil! be Mrs. Edith committee will meet at the parson
the theme "Rest For the Heavy
Whitten. Mrs. Dorothy Jameson age at 7.30 Sunday evening to
Laden." All are Invited to sup
and Mrs. Mary Harjula.
make plans for Every Member port the service.
The Foureh
The Finance Committee of the Canvass. Tuesday, Friendly Circle
Quarterly Conference will be held
Federated Church will meet at meets with Miss Helen Studley at
in the Church on Wednesday
the parsonage Sunday evening at 7.30. Mrs Robert Stone will be
night, Jan. 27, at 8.30. All the
7.30 o clock to make plans for the co-hostess.
parish is invited to support this
Every Member Canvass.
Baptist Sunday School at 9.45 annual event. The new District
The Young People of the Baptist a. m. with morning services at 11. Superintendent,
Rev.
Alfred
Church held election of officers Rtv. John Fitzpatrick's sermon Hempstead of Augusta, will speak
at a regular meeting Sunday night. will be “What Think Ye Of
and preside for the business ses
sion.
♦ • ♦ »
Special meetings at the Salva
tion Army, 477 Main street will be
held Sunday with Captain Norman
Marshall flrom Portland as the
guest speaker at all of the serv
ices which will be 10 a. m, 11 a. m..
6.15 p. m. and 730 p. m. Captain
Marshall will be making his firs!
official visit to Rockland since be
ing appointed youth leader for the
northern New- England area.
* ♦ • ♦
At the Congregational Church
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
Morning Worship at 10.40, with
$25 to $1200
6ermon by the pastor “Fulcrums
for the Future." The service will
Life Insurance at no
ty&tVl
Witty
be broadcast over WRKD. The
Senior Choir will preesnt an an
additional cost.
o« othii flams
them under the direction of Mrs.
Eleanor Cote Howard, with Mrs
Faith Berry at the console. Church
Spread repayment over
Get money for all your ex
School sessions at 9.30 for third
panses... clothing, year-end
months. You choose how
graders and over, and at 10.30 for
many from a number of
shopping or any other worth
those younger. Comrades of the

asm®'
n

Shopping

Expenses

convenient plans.

while purpose.
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PHONE • WRITE

COME IN

359 Main Street, 2nd Floor
Above Leightons Jewelry Store
Phone: 1720
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Mrs. Bird Girl Scouts Council President

in Roekiand Northport and Island
Falls.
Church Notices

Way meet at 6.30 at the church.
Appointments for the week inelude: Monday. Girl Scout Troops
1. 10, and 12 meet at 3 at the
church, and Boy Scout Troop 208
at 7 at the church: Tuesday,
Brownie Troop 20 meets at 3 a:
the church, and Pack Committee
206 meets at 7 at the parsonage:
Wednesday the annual church
supper and annual church meeting
will convene at the church at 6.30
and 7.30 respectively, with a religlous movie at 7 p. m.; Thursday,
the Odds and Ends will meet at
the church at 7.30.

A welcome awaits all at the
Union Church of the Nazarene
Sunday School every Sunday morn
ing at 10 o'clock. The sermon topic
at the 11 o'clock service this week
will be "The Normal State of the
Christian." The young people meet
at 6.15. The sermon topic at the
7 p. m. evangelistic service will be
"Reprobate Silver."

j

LONG COVE
ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil users in St. George. Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde
siring to continue with Esso'
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN * El J JOT CO, Phone 5,
Thomaston.
6-7

[
I
|
j

a * ♦ *

The Universallst Church, this
Sunday (Jan. 17) features the
"Guest-of-the-month" service when
Rev. Walter E. Kellison, superin
Photo by Cullen
tendent of Maine Universallst
The Girl Scout Council elected Mrs. Frederick Bird president in annual elections held at the Farns
Churches, will conduct the service worth Museum Thursday evening. Mrs. Bird is pictured above, left, with other officers of the Council which
at 11 a. m. His topic will be j directs activities of the Girl Scouts in the area. With her, left to right, are: Mrs. 1. Lawton Bray, chairman
of the membership and nominating committee; Mrs. Carl Griffith, who has served as Council president three
"Maine U^iversalists at Work" years and who is now vice president; and Mrs. Sam Dow, secretary.
The church and parish paper In
this Sunday’s issue has an espe
Telephone Co., who introduced the
cially attractive cover design, de
Wire Chief of the Rockland—Bel
picting an old-fashioned hanging | CAMDEN
ROCKPORT
fast area Howard Stackpole.
lantern sending its gleam across
MRS CENNETH HERRICK
Mr. Stackpole explained many of MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
the snow and is entitled “Wel
Correspondent
Correspondent
the mysteries of microwave and
Telephone Camden 2483
Telephone 2197
come Light." Tie Men’s Class
co-axial cable and the set-up qf
meets at 10 a. m. teacher, Louis a
the Bell System ln relaying pro
Walker, and the Church School
A stated communication of 8t.
Mrs. Gertrude Fogg is a surgical grams 'between stations for tele
with Superintendent Sam Collins patient at the Camden Community vision and radio. The intricacies Paul's Lodge, A. F. & A. M.. will be
meets at 11 a. m.
of micro-wave were demonstrated held Monday at 730 p. m. Supper
Hospital.
The greeter is Mrs. Brooke
The Monday Club will meet at on live sending and receiving sets will be served at 6.30. At this time
Gregory and the ushers are the home of Mrs. P. E. Guckes, with almost unbelievable results there will be presentation of 25 year
Stanley Payson, Rex H. Gar Monday. Mrs. Helga Morse will Among the Interesting facts were
pins.
rett, Brooke Gregory’ and Robert be the reader.
from many of the experiments,
Harbor Light Chapter, O. E. S„
W. Hudson. Soloist is Paul C.
Tie members of the Wesleyan the statements that television sta will hold a stated meeting Tuesdav
Snow with . a choral group and Service- Guild ' of the Methodist
tions in the nation have grown ln evening. A picnic supper will pre
Miss Dorothy Lawny as organist. Church will meet on Tuesday evenumber this past year from 119 to cede the meeting.
The minister, Rev. George H. ring in the church parlor with
over 350. The Bell System has at
The Weslyan Guild will meet
Wood, will have returned from Mrs. Oolda Hall as hostess.
present over 100 Million invested in Wednesday evening, Jan. 20th„ at
t’ne Mid-west for Jan. 24 and will
Monday, Jan. 18, attendance tele vision facilities equipment with
the home of Miss Marlon Upham.
have as his topic “Mountains ano hours at the Kindergarten classes
expectations of serving a potential
Meadows." All persons are wel will be changed in both schools.
The Jolly Five Club met Wed
100 million people. Although a
come always at Rockland and Children who have been attending
television program over a nation nesday at the home of Mrs. Helen
Knox
County's
"Non-creedal the morning sessions will attend
wide hook-up will cost a customer Kenney with Mrs. Blanche Went
Church of Freedom ln Religion.
the afternoon sessions and those ln the vicinity of $60,000 for a half- worth as hostess. The next meet
* * ♦ *
ing will be held Monday evening,
who have been attending in the
At the First Baptist Church the afternoons will attend the morning hour program, the Bell System get Jan. 18th at the home of Mrs. Mil
$14.
per
station
and
10c
per
mile
Sunday services will open with the session.
out of the relaying of programs. dred Easton, Elm St. Camden.
men’s and women’s prayer groups
The Junior Pilgrim Fellowship Bangor, he is expected to have live
The Try-To-Help Club met Wed
meeting at 10.15. In the morning •f the Congregational Church will
nesday evening at the home of Mrs.
television
by
May
1st.
worship service at 1030 the sermon meet Sunday at 5 p. m. and the
The meeting
Dave Crockett was elected to fill Florence Knight.
by the pastor, Rev. J. Charles Mac Senior Pilgrim Fellowship will
Wednesday will be held at Mrs.
out
the
unexpected
term
of
Lion
Donald, will be on "Tie Future meet at 6 p. m.
Tamer. Yellow Slickers and Hats Knight’s and quilts will be tacked.
World Champion." Church School
The American Legion Auxiliary were presented to the 15 mem
Classes for all ages will be held urges all members to attend tire
at 12. The Ambassadors for Christ meeting Jan. 19, as two or more bers of the school safety patrol this
past week. Chairman Dick Moody
will meet at 6 with Mrs. Agnes officers must be elected.
of the Lions Boy’s and Girl’s com UNION
Young as leader. There will be a
St. Margaret's Guild will hold
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOI
prayer period at 7. "The Gospel their regular meeting Tuesday mittee made the presentation.
Correspondent
Ladies
Night
will
be
Feb.
2.
Ted
Story Hour” will open at 7.15 with evening at the Parish House.
Telephone 10-24
Jensen,
chairman,
and
Lawrence
a hymn-sing. The service will be
Tie Boy Scouts will meet at
broadcast from 7.30 to 8, and music the Congregational Parish House Tedford, Jack Proctor, Ervin Ross,
Selectmen of tjie Town of Unioi
Frank Thomas, comprise the com
will be by the choir and a girls trio. on Tuesday at 7 p. m.
announce that the town books will
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Mr. MacDonald will begin a series
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a
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from
the
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subject will be “The Bible Defini An Italian spaghetti supper will
attended a training class Wednes
tion of the Atomic Age," and next be served with the Hurricanes as losing teams. Bill Kelley's Kibitz
ers are in the lead at present, but day in Thomaston in the interest;
Sunday, “A Bible Description of an hostesses.
there have been rumors of strange of the Extension Association.
Atomic Attack.” On Tuesday the
Camden Lions Club Notes
things happening the next two Traveling Grange which was
Happy Prayer and Praise Meeting
A large and attentive audience weeks.
postponed Tuesday evening wili
will be held at 7.30. A social even
meet Tuesday, Jan. 26 with Pioneer
ing for the whole church is planned enjoyed the fine program secured
through the efforts of Bill Otto at WILEY’S CORNER
with same arrangements.
for Thursday at 7.30 with a pro
The Woman's Community Club
ANNOUNCEMENT
gram, pictures, and refreshments. the meeting of Camden Lions
Any and all Esso Range or Esso will meet Tuesday afternoon at J
The Junior Ambassadors will meet Tuesday evening. Guests of the
club were Edgar M. Farnsworth, Fuel Oil users in St. George, Ten p. m., at the Methodist vestry.
on Friday at 3.30.
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine returned
Rockland manager New England ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
0 * » •
At the Nazarene Church, Rev.
siring to continue with Esso to his home Wednesday and wil!
Oakley- E. Woodward, Pastor, Ser Bubar, Jr., Superintendent of the Heating Oils may arrange for assume his duties as pastor at the
vices Sunday are as follows; Sunday Christian Civic League of Maine, regular deliveries by telephoning Methodist Church.
Mrs. Arlie Clark entertained the
School at 9.45; Morning Worship at will be the speaker, his subject, DUNN & ELLIOT CO. Phone 5,
6-7 Christmas Club Wednesday evening
10.45; Young peoples meeting at 6, "The Maine Issue." The Youth Thomaston.
The Union Extension Association
and the evening Evangelistic service Choir will sing*The public is most
will
meet Thursday, Jan. 21 at Mrs
Discovery
of
new
sources
of
rev
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to
this
service.
at 7.30. On Wednesday night at 7.30
Monday, 730 p. m.. Baptist Youth enue is the only way most politi Arlie Clark's with Miss Winifred
is the Mid Week prayeT meet
Ramsdell of Rockland present and
ing and on Thursday at 7.30 Fellowship Rally at the Rockport cians know how to lighten the tax
leader for the day session. Any
burden.
the Missionary 8ociety will meet at j Baptist Church. Musical Teenagers
one interested is cordially invited
the home of Mrs. Studley at 25 i to furnish the music, with ’’Dad’’
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m., prayer meeting in the vestry;
after visiting relatives and friends
The
Lesson-Sermon
entitled Wednesday, 730 p. m„ Ladies Aid growth of any city or town.
"Life" includes the following ac party for all methbers and friends
count of counsel by Christ Jesus of the church. Party wil! be held In
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Camden Theatre
from the Bible: “And, behold, one the vestry; Thursday 10 a. m. to 4
Sundays at 3.00-6.30-8.30 P. M.
came and said unto him, Good Mas p. m., all day meeting of the Ladies
Daily ti Sat 2.00-6.30-830 P. M.
ter, what good thing shall I do, Missionary Society.
* * * *
that I may have eternal life”? And
NOW! $120 CASH NITE
he said unto him, "Why callest thou
At the Owl's Head Baptist Church
Plot to Blast America Exposed!
me good? there is none good but Rev. James W. Dagino, pastor.
John Ireland - Richard Denning
one, that is Ood: but if thou wil Morning worship service is at 9.15
in
enter into life, keep the command with sermon, “Spiritual Lights;”
"THE 49th MAN"
ments.” 'Matthew 19: 16, 17.) Sun 10.15 a. m., Sunday School for all
Plus 2nd Hit! Again Treason and
Treachery the U.S. Cavalry Rides
day services at 1030. Sunday School ages and Thursday, 7.30 p. m.,
Audit Murphy, Joan Evans in
at 1030. Wednesday night services prayer meeting in the church.
"COLUMN SOUTH"
at 730.
Action Hit In Technicolor—Plus
* * • *
Ch. 5 “LOST PLANET”
News ti "Mouse In Manhattan"
Notices for the week of Jan. 17 at
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church, Rev. James W. Dagino, pas
WALDOBORO
tor, include: Sunday, 10.30, Morn
SUNDAY, MONDAY
3
TEL. TEmple 2-5345
ing Worship service conducted by
AND TUESDAY
DAYS
the pastor, sermon subject, "Spirit ; Every Evening at 84)6. Matineesual Lights," 11.46 a. m., Bible School i Saturday at 24)6. Sunday at 34X) J
for all ages with a class for every
>
i£s Great///
one; 6 p. m.. Baptist Youth Fellow
TODAY ONLY, JAN. 16
ship in the vestry; 7:15 p. m., Sun
George Montgomery in
day evening service. Rev. Benjamin

WALDO™!™1

“FORT TT
— In Technicolor —

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
R. C. A. DEALER
Radio and Television
Sales and Service
TEL. 708

7-9
Chridt."
Monday, Beta Alpha
meets in the ve6try at 7.30. There
SOCIAL DANCE
will be a Youth Rally at Rockport.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Wednesday, combined meeting of
ORANGE HALL
the Mission and Ladles’ Circle fol
EVERY SATURDAY
lowed by a 6 o’clock supper. Thurs
Music by the Nee'eeeten
day, Prayer and praise services IDonatlen 50c Everyone Weleei
83-S-tf
at 7 p. m.

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
JANUARY 17-18-19
Esther Williams, Van Johnson,
Tony Martin in
"EASY TO LOVE”
— In Technicolor —

WEDNE8DAY-THURSDAY
JANUARY 20-21
^Jeanne Crain, Michael Rennie in[
"DANGEROUS CROSSING’

7-at

Tips on Touring
■■““■By Carol (.ane"^““i
Women's Travel Authority
The family car and the family
camera mean wintertime fun on
the nation's highways and byways.
These are the months when many
of us can get away for only short
trips. But they can be packed wit
pleasure, for the countryside trul
wears a “new look.”
At this time of the year, there’s
a wider look to many country in
tersections that
were framed in
flowering shrubs
or young trees
in the summer
time. Pull off the
road at some
hillside lookout
and take a cou
ple of snapshots
from different
angles. . Try -one
across the fields with a tree's dark
trunk and branches to frame the
valley. Then stop for a snapshot
of the store or church at the vil
lage corners. Definite lines of
building fronts and tree trunk
lines have a rugged, rustic appeal
special to the season. For the pic-,,
ture’s sake, compose the scene in"
your view finder so that masses
of lines and shadows lead into the
center of interest.
Whether yours is a brief excur
sion around home or an explora
tion of new country, your car and
camera are a hard-to-beat com
bination.

Many a modem wife object)
strenuously if her husband’s life
an open book—unless it's a check
book.
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Social Matters
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Knox - Waldo Hairdressers Elect Mrs. Roach

BPW Club Initiated
Seven New Mem
bers Wednesday

POLIO DANCE COMMITTEES

Committee chairmen for the third of Long Cove. Dining room chair
The January business meeting of
M "s
annual Knox County Finnish- men will be Mrs. Lillian Niskala of
the BPW Club was held Wednesday
American dance to be held for the Union while heading the list of
evening at the Farnsworth Museum.
The Women's Mission Circle of
The Tonian Circle of the Univer- benefit of the March of Dimes ,waitresses
________ will
__
be Mrs. Lillian
The Club voted to take charge
the Fu-ot Baptist Churoh met fcr salist Church will be entertained campaign Feb 12 at the Commun- Laukka and Mrs. Ellen Wnisar.cn.
of the lobster roll booth at the
whl*w cross work on Wednesday by Mrs. Ruth Cross, at her home, 80 ity Building here met Wednesday i both of Warren.
1954 Lobster Festival.
afternoon ln the church vestry. Broad St.. Wednesday evening.
night and appointed special chair- ! Door tickets will be distributed i
Initiated into membership by
Three boxes of hospital supplies !
-----------------men for the affair
i throughout the county and may be
Pres. Long were Mesdames Velma
weer packed for the Belgian Congo [ p
D
*
*
Chosen as the slogan for the big obtained from either George ParNute. Priscilla Sukeforth and Clara
and bandages were rolled for fu- K©V» DGn|fllTlin
event w'as the phrase "Dance So sons or Simon Hamalainen. both of
Kelsey, and the Misses Margaret
. A>
Others May Walk ” In addition i Rockland.
Hanks, Marion Healey, Priscilla
Bubar Here
to the dance there will be a con- ' Check rooms will be in charge of
5‘aples and Chrls’ie McKinnon.
tinuous coffee service featuring! members from the Rockland Lions
Mrs. Bessie Rogers has returned , SundoV Night
Barbara Morse, Chairman of the
HP
|to her home in Burlington, Mass.. I
'
| coffee and Finnish pastries and a and Kiwanis Clubs.
Civil Defense Committee intro
after spending the past few weeks Rev BenJamm Bubar. Jr., Sup- pro)tram wph Wes Greene of WarVolunteer help for the dance will
duced Airman First Class Jerry
with Mrs. Alton Richards of Bay erintendent of the Christian Civio ren as master of ceremonies.
be drawn from throughout the
Simmons, District Coordinator for
View Square.
League will be guest speaker at the
Named as general food chairman county and co-chairmen Mrs. Mil
the Ground Observers Corp., who
-------Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church was Mrs. Helvi Hamalainen of dred Harjula and Mrs. Helmi
gave a short talk on the definite
The Ch?.pia Class of the Univer- Sun<iay evening at 7.15 p. m. Rev. Rockland. In charge of the kitch- Ranta have already expressed great
need for observation posts and
salist Church will meet in the vts- Mr- Bulwr 1S wel1 known in Maine en willbe Mrs. Inez Harden of
satisfaction with the co-operation
showed a very enlightening film
try Tuesday afternoon for sewing, and has been connected with the Rockland and Mrs. Lena Elgland J received.
entitled "One Plane—One Bomb."
followed by supper with Mrs. Jen- Civic League for more than two —------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------nie Trusseil, chairman.
years. He is familiar with the State ^ion Of the Farnsworth Museum
Plight of Catholic
-------■ of Maine and its problems concern- have been borrowed from families Lincolnville Miss
Knox County Camera Club will ir‘k Gambling and Alcohol,
of Rockland, Camden, Thomaston. Elected Advisor
Photo bv cuuen j Divorcee Dishold its next regular meeting, 7.30 ' The sermon subject, "She Maine Damariscotta and Warren and are
The Knox-Waldo Hairdressers Association held its annual meeting and banquet at the Thorndike Hotel
Jr
II
Thursday evening. Mrs. Florencia Roach of Rockland, center above, a former president, was elected to lead CUSSeCl I TOnklV
p. m. Tuesday at the Carroll Thayer Issue" is most interesting to peo- heirlooms which have been passed Of Rainbow Girls
the group the coming year. At the left is Mrs. Georgie Allen of Belfast, vice president, and at the right.
*
Berry studio, Rockport, A shoot- pie of all ages. The public is cor down from generation to genera
Mrs. Florence Carr of Camden, secretary-treasurer. All three have long been active in tiie affairs of the
The plight of divorced Catho
Rockland Assembly Order of group
ing session is planned, and mem- dially invited to attend this ser- tion.
which includes in ils membership persons in the profession in both Knox and Waldo Counties.
lics, who are legally severed from
Rainbow for Girls held an election
__________________________________
bers are requested to bring their i vice. The youth choir will sing and
their former mates, still faithfully
of
off
icers
at
its
meeting
Wednes-,
cameras.
there will be special music.
practicing their religion. . . and yet
Two Food Sales
day evening. Miss Jean Wilbur of WEDDINGS ON MATINICUS 60 YEARS Lady Lions
are considered "neither fish nor
I
Lincolnville
was
elected
worthy
pdMrs. Olive Hatt was given a baby Heirlooms From
To Aid Jackie
fowl" by fellow-Catholics, is told
Will
Aid
Jackie
AGO
THURSDAY
RECALLED
IN
j visor. Other officers elected were
shower, Thursday afternoon by Mrs.
in the February issue of Extension
[ Miss Elaine Lord, Lincolnville, HORTON AND AMES ANNIVERSARIES
Annie Fullerton. The table was at County Homes
Hupper Fund
Hupper Drive
Magazine,
national
Catholic
worthy
associate
advisor;
Miss
Pat

tractively decorated with a basket
,
monthly.
The
initial
gifts
fund
for
Jackie
ricia Pease. Rcckland, Charity;! Sixtieth wedding anniversaries' on the island and raised a family
The Rockland Lady Lions met |
... .
_ .. ,,
ln the center and a pink and blue On Exhibition
.
In I Am a Catholic Divorcee,
Hupper’s surgery and rehabilita Miss Yvonne Withlngton, Rockland, were observed in two Knox Count-. of fou while the Hortons have Wednesday lor a dinner meeting at the author, a young publicity
umbrella suspended above. Mrs.
An exhibit of oils and watercolors
Fullerton was assisted by Mrs.
tion continues to grow, and new Hope and Miss Rae Clark, Thomas- ;l0m,£ Thursday, one on Matinicus traveled the globe and are child the Masonic Temple with 19 mem- woman, who is mother of two chilrepresentative in subject matter of
less.
..
Faith. Other officers are to .......................
„ ,,
Blanche McClure. Mrs. Hatt re paintings which might have beer fund raising events are being an ton,
urges a program of greater
,
, . , ,
,
,
. . Is.anJ and the other in Rockland
„ ... .
.
,
, jers and one guest present. Miss
Capt. Horton, a master unlimited
be appointed bv the Worthv Aaceived many lovely gifts. The re- found in many of the homes of nounced.
among Catholic
viscr
; Principals were Capt. and Mrs in . ail and steam has touched Eliza Steele sPoke ver>' interesting understanding
freshment table was decorated with RocWand and nearby t0WIiS 50 t0
Doners Thursday and Friday
The installation will be held Sun- j George F. Horton of Cedar street most of the larger ports of the I ly to the club of her work as Rock priests and lay people cf the proba cream cake in the center of which 103 years ago are now being ex raised the total to 8356.37. ’A fund
I lems of the divorcee.
was a small doll. This was made hibited in the North Gallery of the of $500 is sought prior to the stag day afternoon Jan. 31 at 3 o'clock j :l Rockland and Mr. and Mrs world and saw service in World land’s district nurse.
"The divorced Catholic is one
Frank
W.
Arms
of
Matinicus
War 1 as a ship master
The members voted to assist the ' person that the parish priest
by Mrs. Fullerton Invited guests Museum where they will remain on ing of the mammoth entertain at the Masonic Temple with Miss
The two couple were married
Dianne Merrill, retiring worthy ad
Mr. Ames has been a lobsterman Lions club in their jackle Hupper 1 should never be too busy to see."
were: Mrs. Hilda Fields, Mrs. Mil- view the remainder of January,
ment and dance at the Community
the same day on Matinicus 60 since his youth
He is 85 and Fund project in three ways—first i she says. "Merely having reviewed
cired Barter, Mrs. Ruth Pauley, Mrs.
Although many of the artists rep- Building in Rockland the evening visor as the installing officer.
She will be assisted by Miss Bar years ago in separate ceremonies, Mrs. Ames, 78.
“ by dor'*tin? a sum from ,he club ' the case for a separation or statDorothy Smith, Miss Ellen Cross, resented are unknown today, there of Thursday Jan. 21.
bu- a brief time apart The Ho:- cl’.ins 83 years and Mis. Horton 89
treasury to the fund, sceondiy by jug no annulment is possible solves
Mrs. Mildred Davis, Mrs. Elodie are paintings which will be recogMeftubers of the Lions Clubs at bara Whitehill as recorder. Miss ton wedding, for which the Rev
Ch: dren of Mr. and Mrs. Ames conducting a cooked food sale o. I only the lmTediate nroba
Sridges, Mrs. Addle Staples. Mrs. nized as works of outstanding artists Warren, South Thomaston. Rock Rae Clark as marshall and Miss
E. S Fifieid of Dcct Isle had been are: Mrs. Edw-ard Clark of South jap. 21 (Jackie Hupper Dayshe reeds religious guidance and
Linna Simmons, and Mrs. Margar- in their time, as Gilbert Stewart, land, Rockport and Thomaston al1 Sylvia Sulides as chaplain.
Members of the Eastern Star and called to the island, precipitated Band. Ind.; Harold E. Ames of Meredith’s Furniture Store at 1.30 inspiration.
et McKinney of Camden.
Antoine Roux. Honore Pellegrin liave tickets for the event, and
the
Ames
wedding.
Matinicus;
Austin
M. Ames of ■ D. m.. and thirdly by selling- re- |
,
„
.
. .
How can the laity help the diand F. H. Shaplelgh.
will accept donations toward the Masons as well as parents and
Mrs. .lortor. is the former Orissa Mishawaka. Ind. and Mrs. Ken- freshments at the dance at 'he I vorced Catholic? By a little unfriends of the girls are cordially in
Mrs. Raymond Moulaison enterIn the exhibit there are works initial gifts fund.
W.n.-.cd
Ncrion
of
Matinicus
r.eth
Ives
of
Reading.
Mass
Community
Building.
Plans
were
----- i___
__ ____
demanding and -some
knowledge
tained the Wednesday Club this of the untrained artist, often re
The ladles of the clubs have vited to attend.
while Mrs. Ames is the formei
In addition to gaining fame as also made for a card party to be of the church's stand on divorce.
Preceding
the
meeting,
a
meet

week at dessert bridge. Prizes at 'erred to as primitives; portraits events to raise funds tco. The
Adella A Philbrick.
sailing master, Capt. Horton held later in the month with Mrs. It doesn't make the divorced
auction were won by Mrs. Donald bv Itinerant artists showing tha' Lady Lions at Rockland, with the ing of the advisory board was held
Tht Horton ccrt-.ronv. attended
at
which
time
Mrs.
Athleen
Pease
Catholic very happy to hear the
Perry, Mrs. Wilfred Mullen, Mrs. the facial features and dress of ihe aid of the ladies of members of
by Frar.k Ames and Miss P'ni'- known as a mnsteT of some cf the
holier - than - the - Church Catho
James F. Burgess and Mrs. Ray hair were filled in after the back- South Thomaston and Rockpori was elected mother advisor for the brick. who had planned to soot:
tires', yachts under American reg
The next meeting will be a cov- lics say -Oh, I thought a divorce
Poley. Special guests were Mrs. ground and dress had been painted will conduct a cooked food sale at J'ear' Mrs. Clara Watts, chairman of marry, moved them to have toe
istry. Included in his commands
meant
sx-comrounication!"
or
i
the
board
and
Mrs.
Alwilda
Lord,
Sanford Delano. Mrs. Wilfred Mul on the board or canvas.
Meredith's Furniture Stcre at 1.30
cerscnony performed that day. were the craft of Atwater Kent,;
! Kow can she go to Communion
The landscapes and seascapes p. tn. the 21st,
1 secretary.
len and Mrs. Carl Simmons.
i
_________________________ while there was a minister on the the Wells, R.chmond and Black
when she's divorced?' On the
were sweet pictoral scenes pleasing
At the same time, ladies of the
island, rather than to have the families.
He also served three
other extreme . . . some will go so
Lady Knox Beauty Shop will be in all aspects to the people of their Warren and Thomaston Clubs will or cards, with 31 calls reported. kixit tied by a justice of the peace years as shore captain for the St. Peter's Parish
far as to try to fix her up with a
times. Children's portraits depict hold a like sale at Donaldson's Plans for the church social to be
closed Jan. 18 through Jan. 23.
at a later date.
famous yacht building firm of the : Hears Reports and prospective husband . . .
held Jan. 21 were reported by Mrs.
7*9 the mode and dress of four to six Store in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ames have stayed Hershoffs at Bristol. R. I.
A Catholic divorcee is particu
generations ago and are rather ex
Recent donations to the initial' Pinkham of the Social committee,
Elects Officers
larly sensitive to exclusion from
gifts fund have been made by the ' A cooking school will be arranged
Semi-Annual Shoe Saie now go acting and photographic.
as leader of the meeting with the
All paintings excepting a tew se- following:
for a future date in March.
ing on at the Quality Shoe Shop.
The annual parish meeting of St. Catholic activities. Even though
following program. Meeting opened
10 lected from the permanent collec- Seth Knowlton.
$5.<XX3
The program conducted by Fran- VINALHAVEN
Peter's Espicopal Church took place she seems reluctant, she should be
with singing of hymns by the Con
urged into parish activities . . .
10.00 j ces Sherer, chairman, consisted cf
A. C. McLoon, Co.
Thursday
night, preceded by a lob
MRP EMMA WINSLOW
gregation. Vocal Solo, Mrs. Doro
"Nor should the .divorced Catho25 00 Bible quiz gamts and readings bv
Rockland Lady Lions.
ster
stew
supper
in
charge
of
Miss
Correspondent
thy Bennett; Scripture Reading
'ic be excluded from purely .-.ccial
5.00 Alice McJr.tosh, Helen Pinkham,
Personal
Finance
Co.
Margaret Buttomer. Mr9. Jennie
TWO GIGANTIC
Mrs. Conway; Prayer. Rev. W. S.
activities. If not included in stim
10.00 ! Lillian Joyce, and Frances Sherer.
A Friend,
Gillery. Mrs. Ada Watts, Mrs. Lena
Stackhouse;
Reading
by
Mrs.
Conulating Catholic gatherigs, there
Harold Wiggin of Union. Supt.
1 on ' Refreshments were served by the
Elizabeth Rich,
Richardson and Mrs. Alice Soule.
is no telling wliere she may seek
an original poem, written
_____ i hostesses, Margaret Adams. Clara of Schools was in town Wednesday. aa.v
Reports of the various church or
friends . . . Don't worry about pair
Thursday evening of last week
late Mrs. Sadie Cobb, to the
$356 73 I Br.ery and Lillian Joyce. Tne
Total.
ganizations were heard, including
1 February meeting will be held at the Lions Club and guests met at Sunshine Committee several years those of the treasurer and clerk. ing her off at a party. She gets
the home of Mrs. Leach with Mrs. the Down Easter Inn for a satis ago. Vocal Duet, Ruth Ann and Father Kenyon in his report gave used to going places on her own
FOR THE JACKIE HUPPER FUND
Opportunity Class
Alice Kaler. Mrs. Bernice Leach fying chicken and spaghetti sup Robert Bennett: Vocal Solo, Mrs. an overall picture of the parish dur steam . .
and Mrs. Marian Lindsey as hos- per. After supper the regular busi Gertrude Sellers; Closing hymn, ing the preceding year.
Makes Plans For
THURSDAY, JAN. 21
"Evening Prayer, Congregation:
HART’S NECK
tesses, and Mrs. Helen Bean
ness meeting was held.
These officers were elected for the
Benediction. Rev. W. S. Stackhouse.
ANNOUNCEMENT
charge
of
the
program.
Mrs.
Linnie
Smith
was
guest
last
Future
year 1964: Senior warden, Richard
Following the meeting colored slides
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
: week of her son and daughter-inMeredith's Furniture Store
Spring; junior warden, Rudolph
Opportunity Class of the First
Fuel Oi! users in St. George, Ten
, law, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Smith °f Iocal ,cenery were shown by Mrs' Gilley;
clerk,
Christy
Adams
6 : at Rockland.
i CarTo11 Gregory, after which reBaptist Church met Thursday
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
Rockland
freshments were served by the com treasurer, Richard Spring; vestry siring to continue with Esso
ning at the home of Mrs. Be:
men,
Raymond
Andersen,
Nathan
The
Nit
Wit
Club
was
enter- mittee, Mrs. Nina Burgess , Mrs.
Sponsored By the lady Lions and the Rockland,
ntorc
f 1 Am
Leach with the following members
Heating Oi's may arrange for
!!‘Lnei^e!?ay-n,ight?y MrS_D2r°: MuneI Lane, Mrs Gertrude Sellers,
"T regular deliveries by telephoning
present: Mrs. Margaret Adams.
Rockport and South Thomaston Clubs
son,
Milton
Rollins,
and
Dr.
Gil

thy
Bennett
at
her
home
on
East
Mrs Adia Ames. Mrs. Hattie Bick
Mrs. Villa Ames and Mis. Eleanor
DUNN & ELLIOT CO.. Phone 5,
more Soule.
Boston Road. A pleasant social
Thomaston.
fi-7
more, Mre. Ethel Colburn, Mrs
Donaldson's Store in Thomaston
The incoming officers of the
evening was passed with sewing and
Clara Emery, Mrs. Edith Gregory,
Church
Notes
Women’s Auxiliary are: President,
knitting and a delicious lunch was
Mrs. Elva John on. Mrs. Lillian
Sponsored by the Warren and Thomaston Clubs
At Union Church Sunday Jan.
Margaret Buttoffier; vlce pres.
served
by
the
hostess.
Joyce. Mrs. Bernice Leach, Mrs
17. the Sunday School will meet at ident,
Josephlne Rice: secreAnd Their Ladies
Katharine's
The four local Bowling teams, 10 a. m. Morning preaching ser- tary Mrs Haze, Kavanau(fh; treas.
Nellie Magune. Miss Alice McIn
the Ganders, the Pirates, the vice at 11 o'clock when the pastor
tosh, Mrs. Helen Pinkham, Mrs
„
BOTH SALES START AT 1.30 P. M. AND WILL OFFER
Worms and the Ducks, one evening n
w Q
_in h,,v.
urer’ Mrs Emma Tnompson all reBeauty Salon
Corice Randall, Mrs. Hattie Rich
the Dow-i R W 8' Stackhouse wlU have M elections. The Altar Guild: SecA WIDE VARIETY OF HOMEMADE PASTRIES
recently gathered at
ards, M.ss Mildred Richards, Mrs.
, .
h“ sermon- "The Story retaryi Mre Margaret smith and
47 PARK STREET
7-8 A Margaret Robbins, Mrs. Rose
Easter Inn and enjoyed a turkey of a Rept Man.. Evening service at
use
►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ Shaw, Mis. Frances Sherer, Mrs.
treasurer,
Miss
Flora
Savage.
The
THE
supper, then going to the Bowling seven o'clock when toe pastor will Qrder Qf st v,ncent Thomas Mo,.
WILL BE CLOSED JAN. 18
Bernice Snow, Mrs. Minnie Staples,
alley for the evening's bowling con. give the first of a series of “Trans
toy, head acolyte.
THROUGH JAN. 20
Miss Blanche Sylvester.
test.
parent Truths from Obscure ParThe devotions were led by Mrs.
Mrs. Isabelle Osgood was hostess able„
subJect Qf ,he
During the Boston
FOR CLEAN BURNING
Very often a high-powered sales to the -Night Cappers” Tuesday
Magune ar.d messages of thanks
paraKe Q{ The Tar{^ GLENMERE
Hairdressers’ Show
were read from several ill or shut- man outwits himself ln his big night at her home on East Boston
____________
ANNOUNCEMENT
7-lt
ins who had received flowers, fruit scheme of trying to outwit others. Road. Miss Doris Skoog, became a
Any and ail Esso Range or Esso
FRIENDSHIP
member of the Club, and Miss Leida
Fuel Oil users in St. George, Ten
Mrs, Nord's Giant Cactus
Orcutt was special guest. Lunch
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
Mrs. Myrtle Nord has a 12-year- siring to continue with Esso
was served by the hostess and the
MAKITIMeS
evenlng happily passed with cards, old cactus plant far ahead of the Heating Oils may arrange for
Honors were won by Miss Orcutt New York champion. The Friend- regular deliveries by* telephoning
and Mrs. Osgcod.
ship contender is over four feet qunn & ELLIOT CO., Phone 5
Mrs. Frank Small is a surgical wide to the New Yorker’s three Thomaston.
6-7
OUR FUEL OIL VERSUS
patient at Knox Hospital, Rockland, and boasts over 200 blossoms to a ----------------------------------------------COLO.
The weekly church night meet- mere 60 claimed by the metropoll
IT WILL NOT LET'
ing was held Wednesday night fan c.aimant. Mrs. Nord's plant is
at Union Church vestry under the
blossoming and thrives on
COLO WEATHER.
direction of the Sunshine Commit- sunshine and water atone,
.N/»
tee. Mrs. Eleanor Conway acted

COOKED FOOD SALES

WAWrAPS

€sso

FuElKidj

LAMB’S

CLEANERS

HEATING OIL
WITH AUTOMATIC DELIVERY

WILL CONTINUE OPERATION

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
JOSEPH W. LAMB

CALL

Maintaining the Same

Superior Gas & Oil Co., Inc.

High Quality Work and Service

TeL Rockland 1251 or 1239

Tw

Rockland Fuel Co.

Extended the Public

Tel. Rockland 72

By the Late Arthur F. Lamb

WALLSTON
THEATRE GUILD Presents

2 One-Act Plays
"ONE OF US”
“GOOD NIGHT CAROLINE"
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 20

<

8.15 P. M.

Owl's Head Central School

Adults 80c — Children 30c
Spon. by
School Improvement League
7-8

1

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil users in St. George, Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for;
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN & ELLIOT CO., Phone 5.
Thomaston,
6-7
Don’t kick when your employer
criticizes your work—if you're
worth correcting you're worth
keeping.

Dunn and Elliot Co.

Treat Your Home Tn
Top Performance
Sharp, clear TV Images; staticfree radio reception . . . these
watching and listening pleasures
are yours when you rely on us
for prompt, efficient service and
repairs.

You can laugh at the coldest
days, when your home ia heated
with our fuel olL You'll like the
friendly service, too.

Richards

Tel. Thomaston 5

FREE PICK-UP AND

Mayhew Fuel Service

DELIVERY SERVICE

TeL Camden 2321

NEW STUDENTS CAN STILL ENROLL FOR THE

Telephone 148

7-10
ncssKnsamcssssssacscssnEisaasxssamassaaoaama

Radio Television

MID-WINTER TERM
Rockland School of Commerce
245 Main Street

7&S

SALES and SERVICE
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 151
THOMASTON
I»-*-tf

7 14 PAH K.JY_5£>£A.c JAP
T-n
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rogt cigin

uncommon on coaabwl steamers af
' this size. namely: aha was "closed
in" from the freight deck rail up*
ward. aft. Immediately, my mind
i ran over the steamers that I could
I remember with this feature. Of
' course there were certain of the

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

1 smaller class of boats like Castine
' Silver Star and M & M But these
! were "half-deck” boats with no
proper freight deck at all. Passen| ger cabins were on the same detk
as the engine and boiler rooms. Of
i
*
<*•
the boats of the size pictured, how.<«
it'i'.i.
x„
I ever, there were a number that had
no open freight deck aft. Other
than Samoset, there were May
PI
Archer. Islesboro, Viking and W. T
Butman
From here in. there was not far
to go, nor manv questions to decide
The last three on the list were ail
of a smaller clars than the ves el
( in the picture, r 'Ughlv scaling fror:
the appearance of passengers or.
deck. And May Archer had round
ports in her freight de-k. Also her
main deck was obliged fo carry a
slight "hump" or arch over the
freight gangway because of low
headroom on the lower deck.
8o I looked up the p ture of
Samoset in my b g scrapbook. It
was unmistakably she. All I had
to do was to count and compare
the arrangement of the rei'.angulrr
ports or windows on the freight
deck and note that here was a.:
after as well as a .'erwara gangway
probably for passengers, as on t! e
Maieo in .Via Duffie is, true to his faith, a very kind hearted man. for nobody but he would find surh big Boston boats.
a flattering picture of the Samoset, She really locks like something in this photo, while in blunt and cruel
•There are other features one
fact, she was a marine monstrosity, compared to which the steam scow Sophia was a seagoing Marilyn
S H 8. of A. photo looks for: the type and position of
Munroe.
»
pilot-house, the relationship cf the
latter was one of the ugliest crea stack to it. the number of cowl ven
Malcolm MacDuffie Tells Tm How!
tions ever to plow our Pencbs.o tilators to the boiler room, the ab
The identity of Loren Graham s D'.’li? is pastor of the Waterville Bay waters.
icnce or presence of steps leading
"Samoset" was of 294 gross ton from the main deck forward to the
mystery steamer was no: lo.tg un Congregational C'. urch. happy and
su -j.ssful. but his alter ego loves . and netted 154. Her "marine" hul deck above it. whether the hull
solved after last Saturday's Courie"
marine engines and the smell of was 103.3 feet overall. 23 feet bean sponsored or of the marine type,
was on the street. To be s'
a ix: oil. to thc extent that he owns and 7.6 fee; draft. So she was ver
etc. All these are useful to nia,
wide variety of wild shots »tr
•r a'l
earner with a self-built much of the size of "Governor Bod minor distinctions between other
made, varying from one in. red b engine and his ideal would be to well" although of greater tonnag: wise similar boa's. But all of then
guess of Frank Jor.es' to "Isles serve as chief engineer of the tramp ihe is listed as employing a crev. fail—as do the many finer points
Castle' of of nine, but her power is not men of identification in two kinds c
boro" and "Emmeline,” but one steamer, “Inchcliffe
tioned.
eases.
look told former chief englnee- Evening Post fame.
• • • •
I have an excellent picture of hei
One is the case of the boat you
James Aylward that it vas tht
i n the ice—a service for which het have never seen or even heard of
Annie L Vans-iver. macqueradi i"
January 11 ’954
, steel hull niu.it have rendered he except in a picture. None ol u
as the Maine Central’s "Sam'- ; L>.tr Steamboat Editor
1 am able to make a positive '.lost valuable. This picture shows for examp’e, arc any good at gue-s
and Capt. John G. Snow was i st
as quick on thc whistle cord. "I ve identification of the steamer pic- her from the port bow. but reveal ing outside of the area in which w
pushed that old crate arc, d t r.d hi vour
Steamboat Days" the entire broadside at close quar- are most interested. A couple o’
enough to know her anywhere" a'd r. nr. c: last Saturday’s paper.
• ters I am sure your own suspi- years ago I was given a photo of a '
3 e is the Maine Centra! Pail- , ions point In the same direction small steamer that nobody knew
close at their heels came Orrin
Elmer Pinkham, a lover of s’eam- r. a s "Samoset" which operated as I as mine, but the picture in your but I was assured that she belonged
boats. who is seldom found of relief boat f r the "Sieur de Monts" 'Steamboat Lore" would not be as to Maine There was a name cn
her bow. but it could not be read,
u the earli 19COS. According to helpful as mine
course
But it took Rev. Ma'-olm Mac1908 Registry of Shipping she
Perhaps some of your readers even with a strong glass. But het
Duffic, (who, except for the fart he was built of steel at Philadelphia would be interested in the procese i superstructure was of so marked a
139" as "Annie L. Vansciver." I by which we who love thc old boats I design that it would be recogniz
received an irresistible call to ltiprofession and has no fondness f r do net know who the gentle Annie I and delight to remember them run able if ever seen again. In the
“Dugan's Dew” would b*' an en was. after whom she was named, down an identification of this sort, background of the picture was a
gineer in big steam i to present a bu’ I trust that she was more at- As soon as I saw your mystery ship, mountain that gave some hint of
real story on “Samoset.” Mr. Mac- tractive than the Samoset. The I noted a salient feature that was the locale. I had a Christmas card

MacDuffie Expounds on Steamboat Style

THE

TuMday-Thuredoy-Sotwdoy

from Kd Fatt. secretary of the
Steamship Historical Boolety of
America, with a picture of a very
(OoftUnued Rom Fags One)
early Moosehead Lake steamer
with
slate against the enow or elect
called •'Fairy of the Lake." And In

Captain Norton

the background was this same
mountain. So the locale was fixed.
But this was of no help until, by
chance I received from a friend in
Bath, who collects picture post
cards for a different purpose, a set
of old colored cards. One of them
showed my mysterious steamboat
docked in front of a Moosehead
Lake Camp iladv in puffy sleeves
on the boardwalk in foreground).
This time the name was plainly
visible It was “Louisa."

that might be expected at this time
of the year. In his spare time he
work# as a carpenter, hiring him
self out, and he is still able to put
out 60 minutes work per hour.
Evenings and Sundays he sits in
his large rocking chair, with a
radio on one side of him and a chair
loaded with pipes, tobacco, matches,
etc., on the other side. A large
window gives a good view of the bay
and of the Snow Shipyard and since,
according to his own statement, all
that Is left Is to take life easy and
enjoy living, he Is doing just that.
A wonderful philosophy and one
that I would like to be able to adopt.
I asked him to give me some of
the highlights ot his active career,
fcr a.cording to The Courier-Oazette's Marine Editor, Captain Nor
ton is the last of the old-time
sailing masters still living. There
were none. Just loads of hard
work; wind or calms; hot weather
or cold weather; good crews or
bad ones, they all came along his
way and he took them in his stride.
How did he get started in his pro-

The other case is that of the re
built steamer. Here, you Just have
to know the history of the boat in
qu.est'on. Sometimes the name and
a.-pearance alike are changed, as
when "Percy V." became "Anna
Bf’le.'
She was built by Percy
Vickery, a Bath real-estate oper
ator who was booming Poph.am
Lea •? to run from Bath to that
This was in 1831. Either
t s project languished cr she »a.,
"r .. off" by the Nahanada or otr.er
a vers cf the Eas em Stcamtral
C' u.pany later absorbed in Eastern Steamship Co.i. Percy V. then
came ic Penobscot Bay. being
owned for a time by the Ellsworth Just take one of our smooth and
a :d Swan's Island Steamboat Ct>m- •lean trains; watch the other pas
ai.y of which Omar Tapley of Ells- sengers atid you will see what I
wor h was azei.' as a young man. mean. Nobody but the children
She must have found work around look out the windows. The men
Rock’and too. as you remember work hard to prepare for their next
her in connection with the first business call.
The ladies read
raising of the City of Rockland In magazines atid sleep' Everybody
1904. Later, the Percy V. went to seems to be preoccupied with some
Portland and was rebuilt as An a thing—the place they left or the
Belle. Then she returned to Penob place they are going. The trip is
scot Bay and served the Coombs something to be gotten over and
line along with Golden Rod. Bel done with!
fast, Islesboro and Castine. I have
I have a typical picture of the
a picture of her in this guise "Cymbria" sculling away from the
coming in for a berth at Warren's wharf at Bernard, bound for
Landing, Islesboro. She is still a Southwest Harbor. Lone passen
cute and quaint little steamer, but gers on the after main deck are
quite a far cry from the original two ladies in what appears to be
Quite a lot could be writ’en black bombazine. I like to think
about the changes that the old boats they are returning from a shop
underwent to keep up with the ping trip to Bangor. What fun
steamboat styles. They wee quite they have had! Once a year to
feminine creatures, belonging to Banger! Two whole days away
the age of elegance, dignity and re from their families! Now they are
serve. when girls were told by the r going home, full of exciting memo
mammas that, “A perfect lady ries, rested, welcomed by the gor
never hurries." When you wen’ or geous hills of home, soothed by the
a trip it was seldom: it was an ad gentle and deliberate passage of the
venture, and you were expected fo 11'tie. white steamer with the pretty
enjoy It.
Steamboat company a d romantic name.
"folders" expatiated upon the ma:We'ie lost a lot with the coming
nificent scenery along the route of the automobile, the airplane and
and the opportunities their boats the streamliner—and the passing
afforded to see It in comfort and of the quiet, unhurried ways of
leisure. Today, our public trans vestervear
portation is designed to prov.de
Sincerely,
hotel accommodations and to get
Rev Malcolm MacDuffie.
vou there as quickly as possible.! Waterville Maine.

fsaaionf Be had no choio*. At yard as ship's fitter, and also te^
the rip* old age of nine year* hie night watchman.
step-father got him a job, cooking
Oldtime sailing masters did act
aboard the two-master Velma, out have much of a family life but
of Addison, in the coastwise trade. Captain Morton did tate <» • telde
Four men and he lived off the re In 1689; she waa Jennie Look from
sults of his culinary art, and they Washington Oounty. They had two
all survived.
There was not daughters. Lillias and EtheL Af
much choice of food, a balance! diet ter Jennie passed away he married
had not even been heard of for again, this time Fannie Harridan of
that was in 1877. No electricity, no Steuben. His second wife died eight
radio, refrigerator, or faricy gas years ago; his daughter Lillias
ranges on the schooner.
about ten years ago and Ethel is
His cooking must have been satis running a nursing home near Ber
factory. at least he was never wick. That leaves our old friend
heaved overboard by any of his pretty much alone. Family gone,
boarders, and he lasted six years on all of his old shipmates passed on
to their reward, all that would
the Job.
When he was 15 years old he make a ordinary person pretty 4
sailed as mate of coastwise schoon lonely. But Norton is no ordin
ers, with his step-father as master, ary person. Batching, he is the
and In four years service as mate darling of many of his neighbors,
he qualified for command. At the both young and old. A dish of
age of 19 he came to Rockland from beans and brown bread, a batch of
his native Belfast and signed on as cookies, a tidbit or special deli
master with the T. H. Snow Com cacy, all find their way to his kit
pany, commanding some of that chen.
On Christmas Day alone, five dif
firms schooners and remaining un
der their house flag for 32 years. ferent cakes found a home at his
The list of ships he sailed for the home and he had to get up many a
Rockland firm is a long one and in morning at four o'clock, to make
cludes the Victory. Catawanteak, a big pot of coffee and do Justice to
John L. Snow. Lavinia Snow. the sweets.
Does he drink. Yes. Lots ot
Methebesec. William Bisbee. Hel
vetia. Mabel Hall and the Hugh de water, and there is no sweeter tast
Paynes, the latter lost at sea in a ing water than that coming out of
hurricane off the Cuban coast on the Rockland pipes. After many
years of drinking brakish or foul
September 9. 1918.
That was the most harrowing ex smelling water aboard the sailing
perience of is life. Loaded with vessels he can appreciate the local
lumber at Mobile, Ala., for Puerto product. Besides that, he has had
Rico, the big wind hit him un all he wants of rum In the skin of
expectedly while between Key West some of his crew members; there
and Havana, unmasting him and is nothing more miserable, accord
disabling him completely. Only ing to him than a drunken sailor.
Captain Norton is a Master
the nature of cargo kept him
buoyant and for eight days he and Mason and is proud of the Vet
a crew of seven drifted, without eran’s Medal presented him by the
food, water, or much shelter. On Grand Lodge of Maine in recogni
the ninth day a Norwegian steamer tion of his 50 years of membership
picked them up and took them all in Tuscan Lodge. No. 106 Addison,
to St. John, N. B.. from where they Maine, he was raised there Feb. 20,
made their way back to Rockland. 1892. In 1&40 his Blue Lodge hon
When he entered his Mechanic ored him by conferring Honorary
street home on his return he swore Life Membership upon him.
We were proud and happy to meet
a solemn oath, that he was through
with the sea. but he must have had a man of Captain Norton's quality
his fingers crossed when he made and with him many more years cf
that vow Within less than a year easy and enjoyable life. His is a
he assumed command of the five- life that has helped to make Rock
master. Frank M. Deering owned in land well and favorably known in
Bath, and sailed her with coal from the shipping circles of the world,
Norfolk to Lisbon. Portugal, in the and he deserves our love and ad
record-breaking time of 17 days. miration.
Returning with a cargo of salt he
loaded again, coal at Norfolk and
CALSO
this time headed for Rio de Janeiro.
On his return from that voyage, In
RANGE - FUEL
1934. he really did stow away his
MARITIME OK CO.
sextant and started working ashore
tel. 1311
as a carpenter. During World War
M-tf
II he helped out at the Snow Ship-*1

ACTORY STORE
THOMASTON, MAINE

HERE’S THE SALE YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR
IN SPITE OF OUR LOW FACTORY PRICES, WE ARE OFFERING, DURING JANUARY

20$ DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE
YOU CAN SAVE UP TO 60% OF THE VALUE OF ALL PURCHASES

JUST MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS AND DEDUCT 20% FROM THE ORIGINAL PRICE TAGS
LADIES' COATS AND SHORTIES

SKI SUITS, SLACKS, JACKETS

GIRLS' COATS, LEGGING SETS, 3-6x

CASHMERES, FLEECES, VIRGIN WOOLS, TWEEDS, ALPACAS

SKI PANTS

STORM COATS

DRESS AND WORK TROUSERS,

MEN'S SURCOATS, LEATHER JACKETS

COTTON FLANNEL & WOOL SHIRTS,

PARKAS, STORM COATS,

AND HUNTING CLOTHES
BOYS' JACKETS, STORM COATS

CHILDREN'S SNO-SUITS

BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS

TROUSERS, DUNGAREES,

GIRLS' WOOL SLACKS, ages 7-14

BLANKETS

SAVE

FACTORY PRICES

STORE HOURS: Monday-Thursday, 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.

—

Friday-Saturday, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

